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Abstract Precision and consistency are important prerequi-
sites for class models to conform to their intended domain
semantics. Precision can be achieved by augmenting models
with design constraints and consistency can be achieved by
avoiding contradictory constraints. However, there are differ-
ent views of what constitutes a contradiction for design con-
straints. Moreover, state-of-the-art analysis approaches for
proving constrained models consistent either scale poorly or
require the use of interactive theorem proving.

In this paper, we present a heuristic approach for ef-
ficiently analyzing constraint specifications built from con-
straint patterns. This analysis is based on precise notions
of consistency for constrained class models and exploits the
semantic properties of constraint patterns, thereby enabling
syntax-based consistency checking in polynomial-time. We
introduce a consistency checker implementing these ideas
and we report on case studies in applying our approach
to analyze industrial-scale models. These studies show that
pattern-based constraint development supports the creation
of concise specifications and provides immediate feedback
on model consistency.
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1 Introduction

Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) [39] comprises the gener-
ation of executable code from specifications given by mod-
els. In MDE, a model of the intended system and its vari-
ous aspects (e. g., security requirements [4]) can be initially
specified using graphical models at a high level of abstrac-
tion. During the development process, these models are in-
crementally refined and eventually transformed into code in
some programming language that describes a partial imple-
mentation. In particular, graphical models can be refined by
annotating model elements with constraints in a textual con-
straint language. This increases the models’ precision be-
cause model developers can express details of the system not

expressible with graphical languages and thus specify a sys-
tem that conforms to the intended domain semantics.

In order to use textual constraints, model developers must
have three different kinds of expertise. First, they must be
knowledgeable about the application domain in order to un-
derstand the requirements behind each constraint. Second,
they must understand the graphical modeling language em-
ployed. Third, they must be able to correctly formulate con-
straints on their models in the textual constraint language
used. These are nontrivial requirements and developers of-
ten fall short of the task. In particular, due to the quantity and
complexity of the model elements involved, constraint spec-
ifications can contain constraints that are inadvertently con-
tradictory, resulting in an inconsistent model. Such inconsis-
tencies violate the validity of the model and can lead to the
generation of erroneous code, which will only be detected
during testing, if at all. Since detecting and remedying incon-
sistencies requires costly development iterations, it is impor-
tant that inconsistencies are detected as early as possible in
the development process.

Whereas the topic of constraint consistency has recently
attracted some attention in the context of MDE, existing
approaches either consider the consistency of models with-
out general constraints, fail to precisely define the underly-
ing consistency notions, or abstract from intricacies such as
infinitely-large model states. Moreover, we have not found a
comprehensive survey of formal consistency notions in the
MDE literature and it is unclear which consistency notions
are relevant for MDE-based processes. As we will see, differ-
ent consistency notions are relevant for different development
phases.

Detecting inconsistencies in object-oriented specifica-
tions with arbitrary constraints is undecidable. Currently,
there are two kinds of tools tackling this problem. The first
kind is based on interactive theorem proving and has the ad-
vantage of supporting the analysis of arbitrary specifications.
Successfully applying such tools, however, requires exper-
tise in interactive theorem proving. In contrast, the second
kind is based on automated model-checking techniques [15].
Their use requires simplifying the problem by restricting the
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specification to a decidable, usually NP-complete, subset of
the specification language. Subsequently, classical model-
checking or SAT-solving [22] techniques can be applied.
Hence, current tools require a trade-off between expressive-
ness and automation.

1.1 Motivation

We motivate the problem of consistency for constrained class
models with an example. Figure 1 shows a class model of
a company in the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [50].
The model defines the concepts of employee, manager (a kind
of employee), office, and two kinds of offices: single offices
and cubicles. Employees and managers are related by an asso-
ciation that represents an employment relationship. Employ-
ees and offices are related by another association with the re-
quirement that each employee can work in at most one office.

Employee

name : String

salary : Integer

Manager

budget : Integer

headCount : Integer

isCEO : Boolean

hire ( e : Employee ) : Boolean

Office

desks : Integer

Single Cubicle

*

+ inhabitant 0..1

+ worksIn
*

+ employs

1..*

+ worksFor

Figure 1 Class model of a company.

In UML, model states (i. e., instances of a model) can be
constrained in only limited ways using graphical elements
of class models. For example, the multiplicity of association
ends can be constrained by specifying natural numbers as
the lower and upper bound. Multiplicities cannot, however,
be constrained to stand in some given relation to an attribute
value. For example, it is impossible in class models to specify
without textual constraints that the number of employees of
each manager cannot be more than the value of the manager’s
headCount attribute. As a result, multiplicity constraints of
association ends are often too general to be used in code gen-
eration because they allow the instantiation of states that do
not conform to the intended domain semantics.

τ

e1:Employee

name = ‘Boris’

m1:Manager

name = ‘Paul’
headCount = 1

e2:Employee

name = ‘Mike’

Figure 2 Invalid company state.

Figure 2 provides an example of a state where a manager
employs two employees, despite having a headcount of one.
Although this state does conform to the model in Figure 1,
it does not conform to the domain semantics where the num-
ber of employees under a manager must be at most the man-
ager’s head count. Excluding such states can be achieved by
augmenting class models with textual constraints. Such con-
straints provide a means to reduce the possible states of the
models so that they conform to the intended domain seman-
tics.

The standard constraint language for UML class models
is the Object Constraint Language (OCL) [49]1. In this pa-
per, we assume readers to be familiar with OCL and refer
to [40] for an introduction. OCL is a textual constraint lan-
guage based on first-order logic (FOL). For example, the fol-
lowing OCL invariant on the model specifies that the number
of employees of each manager must not exceed the manager’s
headcount.

context Manager
inv headCountRestriction:

self .employs−>size() <= self.headCount

A state of a class model is defined in terms of an object
model. Informally, the semantics of a class model M is de-
fined as the set of valid states of M . A valid state satisfies all
constraints defined on the elements of the model. An exam-
ple state that satisfies the constraint headCountRestriction is
shown in Figure 3.

τ

e1:Employee

name = ‘Boris’
salary = 1000

m1:Manager

name = ‘Paul’
salary = 2000
budget = 5000
headCount = 2
isCEO = true

s1:Single

desks = 2

c1:Cubicle

desks = 2

Figure 3 Example state of the company model.

In order to simplify the definition of constraints, the con-
cept of specification patterns [24] has recently been intro-
duced as constraint patterns in MDE [1,17,21,47,59]. Con-
straint patterns are parameterized constraint expressions that
can be instantiated to specific constraints.

Definition 1 (Constraint Pattern) A constraint pattern Π
with respect to a meta-model M is a function that maps a
set of meta-model elements to a constraint.

1 We base our work on [49] as more recent versions of the OCL
2.0 standard fail to provide a consistent semantic, e. g., see [8] for
details.
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An example of a constraint pattern is the No Cyclic De-
pendency pattern, which can be used to prohibit cyclic links
between objects of a class. It has one parameter property of
type Sequence(Property), denoting an OCL navigation path
x.y.z in the model. In general, all argument types in pattern
definitions are defined in the UML or OCL specification. The
definition of the No Cyclic Dependency pattern is based on
the closure pattern, which we define as follows.
pattern NoCyclicDependency(property: Sequence(Property)) =

self .closure(property,Set{})−>excludes(self)

pattern closure(property : Sequence(Property),S:Set(Class)) =
property−>union((property − S)−>

collect (o:Class | o.closure(property,S−>including(self)))−>
asSet())

By instantiating the No Cyclic Dependency pattern, we
can specify the constraint noCycles, which forbids managers
to manage themselves.

context Manager
inv noCycles: NoCyclicDependency(worksFor)

In MDE tools, pattern instantiation can be implemented
by adding the required pattern definitions to the context class
in the form of OCL operation definitions. To this end, it is suf-
ficient to replace the keyword pattern by the OCL keyword
def and to replace the parameter type Sequence(Property) by
the actual type of the corresponding navigation path x.y.z.
Consequently, the respective MDE tool can be used to check
the syntax and type correctness of the constraint statement.

Even if constraints are correct with respect to syntax and
types, they can be inconsistent and thus there is no valid
state of the model. This often occurs in industrial-scale mod-
els, which possess dozens or even hundreds of constraints.
Here model developers can easily lose track of how their con-
straints interact and inadvertently specify contradictory con-
straints.

Some inconsistencies are easy to spot and therefore to
avoid, for example, contradictory constraints on the value of
an attribute. However, other inconsistencies are difficult for
model developers to detect because they require a thorough
understanding of the semantics of the modeling language and
experience in using it. For example, the multiplicity con-
straint on the worksFor association end requires that every
employee has at least one manager. As a consequence, man-
agement hierarchies must be cyclic to ensure finitely large
and non-empty states. But, if cycles in management hierar-
chies were undesired (which they are in most companies) and
ruled out by the noCycles constraint, it is not obvious whether
the model would remain consistent.

1.2 Contributions and Results

Our first contribution in this paper is a survey of consis-
tency notions for UML/OCL models, which provides a uni-
form representation and comparison of these notions. Based
on this comparison, we recommend a consistency notion for

real-world MDE development processes. In addition, we use
the results from this survey as a foundation for our consis-
tency analysis.

Our second contribution is an automatic polynomial-time
analysis approach for constraint specifications based on con-
straint patterns. Whereas constraint patterns have primarily
been introduced to simplify and accelerate constraint devel-
opment, we show how consistency analysis can also bene-
fit from constraint patterns. Efficient, automated consistency
analysis is essential for the model developer to receive imme-
diate feedback during model development. However, existing
analysis tools scale poorly to large input models because au-
tomatically analyzing the consistency of OCL specifications
requires exponential complexity.

Our analysis consists of two parts. In the first part, we
show how the semantic properties of the patterns can be ap-
proximated by syntactic properties and formalize them as
consistency lemmas. These lemmas state sufficient condi-
tions under which adding an instance of the respective pattern
to the model preserves the model’s consistency. As an exam-
ple, we present one assumption of the consistency lemma for
the No Cyclic Dependency pattern. When constraining a path,
i. e., a sequence p1. · · · .pn of association ends, with the No
Cyclic Dependency pattern, the model remains consistent if
single edges can be deleted from instances of this path with-
out violating any multiplicity constraints. In particular, there
must be one association end in this path whose lower multi-
plicity bound is zero and, in addition, there is one association
end whose opposite end also has a lower multiplicity bound
of zero. If this condition does not hold, there can only be in-
finitely long noncyclic instances of this path, which rules out
finitely large states of the respective model.

In the second part of the analysis, we use these lemmas to
check the consistency of constrained class models. Here it is
sufficient to check for each pattern instance whether the as-
sumptions of the consistency lemma of the respective pattern
are satisfied. It will turn out that these assumptions, which are
syntactic properties of the model and the pattern instances,
can be checked in polynomial time. Hence our analysis is
efficient. However, since there is no decision procedure for
the consistency of a set of OCL formulas, there is a price to
be paid: We sacrifice a complete procedure for the sake of a
(quickly) decidable one. As a result, our analysis can produce
false positives, i. e., consistent constraints can be displayed as
potentially inconsistent.

Our third contribution is to validate that our analysis is
applicable to real-world constraints. To this end, we have car-
ried out extensive case studies on industrial-scale models.
The results show that our pattern-based analysis approach
is applicable to the majority of constraints and has a good
runtime performance. Moreover, our approach offers imme-
diate feedback about model consistency to model developers
without interrupting their workflow. Thus, we provide an ef-
fective means for domain specialists to develop large parts
of their constraint specifications in a concise and consistent
way, without the need to acquire knowledge of formal speci-
fication languages and deduction machinery.
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1.3 Organization

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we survey
different consistency notions in the literature and recommend
a practically relevant notion of consistency for class models.
In Section 3, we introduce an efficient approach to check-
ing the consistency of pattern-based constraint specifications.
In Section 4, we present an implementation of our analysis
for a Computer Aided Software Engineering (CASE) tool. In
Section 5, we validate our approach by analyzing the consis-
tency of industrial-scale models that are used in commercial
software. In Section 6, we discuss related work and we sum-
marize our findings in Section 7.

2 Consistency Notions for UML/OCL

In MDE, the term consistency is used with two different
meanings: inter-model consistency and intra-model consis-
tency. Inter-model consistency with respect to a predicate P
denotes that two or more model states satisfy P . For example,
an activity model (visualized as an activity diagram) A and a
state model (visualized as a state chart) S are consistent if the
state transitions of the data items in A are defined in S [42].
Inter-model consistency is the subject of numerous publica-
tions, e. g., [25,36,41,42,54]. In contrast, intra-model con-
sistency of a model M denotes that M can be instantiated,
i. e., there exists at least one state for M . This corresponds to
consistency in classical logic. When we refer to consistency
in this paper, we mean intra-model consistency.

Different notions of consistency for class models have
been proposed in the literature, but there are still open ques-
tions that require answers. Although there is an intuitive un-
derstanding of consistency, not all of the notions given have
been precisely defined. Moreover, there is no comprehensive
study of the relationships between the notions and their prac-
tical relevance. For example, it is unclear which of the differ-
ent consistency notions are best suited for MDE development
projects.

In this section, we survey different consistency notions
for UML/OCL models. In doing so, we provide a uniform
representation and a comparison of these notions. Before we
begin, we review consistency in first-order logic (FOL) to
highlight the basic concepts behind consistency and derive
a first notion of consistency for UML/OCL. Focusing on the
specifics of UML/OCL, we subsequently obtain alternative
notions of consistency. Finally, we recommend a consistency
notion for real-world MDE development processes.

2.1 Consistency in First-Order Logic

We first set the stage for UML/OCL consistency by reviewing
consistency in classical first-order logic (FOL). Our motiva-
tion for choosing FOL is twofold: First, we view OCL to be
an extension of FOL, adding recursion. Second, most readers
will be familiar with FOL, which makes it a suitable start-
ing point from a didactic perspective. In the following, we

assume that the reader is familiar with the syntax and termi-
nology of FOL as represented for instance in [27].

To simplify our presentation, we focus on FOL sentences,
that is, formulas without free variables. The semantics φσ of
a first-order sentence φ is defined as a function φσ : φ →
{T, F}, where the state σ = (Uσ, Iσ) is a structure in which
Uσ is a set, called the universe, and Iσ is a mapping from
syntax to semantics, called the interpretation. We require that
the universe is nonempty, as otherwise universally quantified
formulas trivially hold.

A sentence φ is called satisfiable if there exists a structure
σ such that φσ = T , also denoted by σ |=FOL φ. In this
case, σ is called a valid state (or a model) of φ. The notion of
satisfiability is related to the notion of consistency, which is
defined as follows.

Definition 2 (Consistency in FOL) A set Φ = {φ1, . . . , φn}
of FOL sentences is consistent if and only if there exists a
state σ such that

σ |=FOL φ1 ∧ . . . ∧ φn and Uσ 6= ∅,

i. e., φ1 ∧ . . . ∧ φn is satisfiable. Φ is inconsistent otherwise.

In contrast to FOL, OCL is a typed logic. Fortunately,
FOL can be extended with types. In addition, OCL is a
three-valued logic, which entails that all datatypes, includ-
ing Boolean, are extended with an additional exception el-
ement OclUndefined. OCL reasons over an object-oriented
data model, that is, OCL formulas can contain path expres-
sions. Thus, we need to adopt and extend the concepts intro-
duced for FOL.

As a prerequisite, we must clarify the semantics of the
OCL operation ::allInstances(). Informally, C::allInstances()
returns a set containing all instances (i. e., objects) of class C
in a given state. The following features of the OCL semantics
in general and C::allInstances() in particular are important:

1. OCL considers valid states only [49, Appendix A], i. e.,
states in which the invariants of all objects evaluate to
true. Thus, C::allInstances() contains only objects that sat-
isfy their invariant.

2. The set C::allInstances() contains all objects of kind C,
i. e., instances of class C and all subclasses thereof.

3. Following [7], we assume that C::allInstances() may re-
turn a set containing infinitely many elements. Operators
such as size() are undefined on infinite sets.

Analogous to |=FOL, we introduce the relation |=OCL be-
tween states and OCL formulas. This relation holds for a pair
(τ , φ) if and only if τ is a state (represented by an object
model) that satisfies the formula φ, i. e., evaluating the for-
mula φ over the object model τ results in true (see [7] for
formal definitions). Note that τ in |=OCL plays the role of a
first-order structure in |=FOL.

Now, based on Definition 2 of consistency for FOL and
the semantics of UML/OCL as introduced above, we define
a first notion of consistency for UML/OCL models. In the
following, we write ∃_. _ for unbounded existential quantifi-
cation and ∀_ ∈ _. _ for bounded universal quantification.
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Definition 3 (Consistency in UML/OCL (i)) A constrained
UML model M is consistent if and only if there exists a valid
state τ in which there exists an instance of all classes C in
M . Formally,

∃τ. ∀C ∈M. τ |=OCL C::allInstances()−>notEmpty() .

This definition takes into account that the universe of each
type must be nonempty and that all objects satisfy the con-
straints of their class. However, the type system of UML/OCL
is more complicated than the type systems typically used
in (sorted) FOL [29]. For example, UML possesses abstract
classes, which cannot be instantiated by definition. In the
following subsections, we investigate these characteristics of
UML/OCL and provide alternative consistency definitions.

2.2 Subtype Consistency and Abstract Classes

The notion of subtype (or specialization in UML terminol-
ogy) is an important concept in object-oriented modeling as
it allows model developers to extend and thereby specialize
concepts. The invariants specified for a superclass are typi-
cally not added explicitly to its subclasses. Instead, subclasses
are usually annotated with additional invariants that their in-
stances must satisfy, as in the following example.

context Employee
inv positiveSalary : salary > 0

context Manager
inv positiveBudget: budget > 0

These constraints require that the salary of all employees is
positive and, in addition, the budget of all managers must be
positive for the company model.

In UML, an instance of a class is also considered an in-
stance of each of its superclasses [50, Sect. 7.3.20]. Thus,
if C ′ is a subclass of C, instances of C ′ need not only sat-
isfy the invariants of C ′, but also of C and each of its su-
perclasses. This principle is known as Liskov’s substitution
principle [45]. It requires that if φ is a property that holds for
objects of type T , then φ should hold for objects of type S,
where S is a subtype of T (S ≤ T ). We call the property that
instances of subclasses must satisfy both their own invariants
and the invariants of their superclasses subtype consistency,
which we define as follows.

Definition 4 (Subtype Consistency) A model M is subtype
consistent if and only if for all C, C ′ ∈ M , where C ′ is a
subclass of C, a valid instance of C ′ is also a valid instance
of C. Formally,

∀C,C′ ∈M. ∀τ. τ |=OCL C
′::allInstances()−>forAll(x|

x.oclIsTypeOf(C′) and x.oclIsKindOf(C)
implies

not x.oclAsType(C).oclIsUndefined()) .

The above definition expresses the subtype relation between
some classC ′ and its superclassC. If each instance x of some
class C ′ is also an instance of some class C, then it must be
possible to cast x to its superclass C.

Subtype consistency ensures that subclasses inherit the
invariants from their superclasses. Subtype consistency is
also known as class subsumption [5] for class models with-
out OCL invariants or structural subtyping [2] for models
with OCL invariants, which requires that the invariant of a
subclass implies the invariant of its superclass. Since subtype
consistency is an important requirement for class models, we
refine our definition of consistency as follows.

Definition 5 (Consistency in UML/OCL (ii)) A constrained
UML model M is consistent if and only if it is subtype con-
sistent and there exists a valid state τ in which there exists an
instance for all classes C in M .

A special case of a subtyping relationship between a su-
perclass C and a subclass C ′ occurs when C is an abstract
class. At first glance, any model that contains abstract classes
cannot be consistent because, according to the UML specifi-
cation [50], an abstract class(ifier) “does not provide a com-
plete declaration and can typically not be instantiated.” In-
terfaces are treated similarly in the UML specification: “Since
interfaces are declarations, they are not instantiable.” Does
this mean that any model that contains at least one abstract
class is inconsistent by definition?

To clarify the role of abstract classes and interfaces for
model consistency, we must investigate their roles in the
model. We interpret these roles as follows. Model developers
usually create an abstract class or interface C assuming that
there will be at least one concrete class C ′ that specializes
(or implements) C, since C would be superfluous otherwise.
Thus, if C ′ can be instantiated, then C can also be instanti-
ated because an instance of a subclass C ′ is considered an
instance of all of its superclasses in UML. Thus, the classical
notion of consistency is generally applicable to UML with
its concepts of interfaces and abstract classes, provided that
subtype consistency is additionally required.

Interestingly, subtype consistency distinguishes between
classes that cannot be instantiated because they are defined
as abstract and those that cannot be instantiated because they
have contradictory invariants. Suppose the following invari-
ant is added to the company model.

context Employee
inv noEmployee: false

The invariant noEmployee excludes valid instances of
Employee because no object can satisfy this invariant. This
invariant therefore renders the model inconsistent. In con-
trast, if Employee was defined as an abstract class without
the noEmployee invariant, the model would remain consistent
because there is at least one subclass of Employee (Manager,
which is also an instance of Employee according to the UML
standard [50]) that can be instantiated. Thus, we can spec-
ify a state containing one object o of type Manager, for
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which o.oclIsKindOf(Employee) holds. For this state, it holds
that Employee::allInstances()−>notEmpty() and the model is
therefore consistent according to our definition.

2.3 Finitely Large Model States

In Definition 5, we defined a model M as consistent if there
is a state of M that contains at least one object for each class
of M . According to the classical notion of consistency, such
a state can be infinitely large. Moreover, it is possible that
only infinitely large states satisfy all the constraints of a given
model. Since states with infinitely many objects are rarely de-
sirable in practice, we discuss this problem in this subsection.

The requirement for models to have finitely large states
is well-known in database theory [10] and has recently been
explored in the context of UML/OCL [13,46,53]. Consider
the following constraint, which forbids cycles in the manage-
ment hierarchy of a company, i. e., managers must not be their
direct or indirect (i. e., via transitivity) manager.

context Manager
inv noCycles: NoCyclicDependency(worksFor)

This constraint is an instance of the previously defined
pattern No Cyclic Dependency. Since the multiplicity con-
straints in the UML model require that each employee is as-
sociated with at least one manager, noCycles can only be sat-
isfied by a state in which there are either no employees at
all or infinitely many managers. However, states with no em-
ployees violate consistency and states with infinitely many
managers are undesirable.

In this situation, the model developer has two choices:
either drop the constraint noCycles or change the model to
make it consistent. Suppose the developer changes the mul-
tiplicity of the worksFor association end from 1..∗ to ∗ and
leaves the rest of the company model as is. This results in the
model company2, displayed in part in Figure 4, which has
finitely large states. We show one of these states in Figure 5,
named τ .

Employee

name : String

salary : Integer

Manager

budget : Integer

headCount : Integer

isCEO : Boolean

hire ( e : Employee ) : Boolean

*

+ employs

*

+ worksFor

Figure 4 Extract of the modified company model.

The updated model company2 has a valid state with a fi-
nite number of objects that satisfies the constraint noCycles.
In general, we can formalize the requirement that a model M
must have at least one finitely large state as follows.

τ

e1:Employee

name = ‘Boris’
salary = 1000

m1:Manager

name = ‘Paul’
salary = 2000
budget = 5000
headCount = 2
isCEO = true

s1:Single

desks = 2

c1:Cubicle

desks = 2

Figure 5 Valid state of the company2 model.

Definition 6 (Finitely large states) A model M has at least
one finitely large state if and only if for all classes C of M ,
there exists a valid state τ and a natural number n > 0 such
that

τ |=OCL C::allInstances()−>size() ≤ n .

Having investigated the characteristic features of
UML/OCL, we can check whether our company model
is consistent. It will turn out that the classical notion of
consistency is too strong for the company model. In the
following subsection, we investigate the reason for this and
incrementally weaken the classical notion of consistency in
order to obtain more fine-grained notions of consistency for
UML/OCL.

2.4 Weaker Notions of Consistency

We have seen in the previous subsection that the updated
model company2 is consistent and has at least one state with
a finite number of objects. However, it is not always possible
to find a single state in which all classes of a given model
can be instantiated. Consider the following invariant, which
allows companies to have either offices of type Single or of
type Cubicle, but not both.

context Office
inv workConditions:

Single :: allInstances()−>isEmpty() or
Cubicle:: allInstances()−>isEmpty()

The company2 model with the constraint workConditions
is inconsistent with respect to the classical notion of consis-
tency because no instance of the model exists in which all
classes are instantiated and the workConditions constraint is
satisfied. However, the model developer may have deliber-
ately created this scenario because it reflects company pol-
icy. In contrast, the requirement from the classical consis-
tency notion that each class must be instantiated (or, in our
scenario, that both types of office are instantiated) does not
conform to the company policy. Therefore, the classical no-
tion of consistency is not applicable in this scenario because
it is too strong.
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Another example that illustrates that the classical notion
of consistency can be too strong in practice is the following.
In early phases of system development, there may be an ab-
stract class C for which no concrete subclasses have been
defined yet. As a consequence, there is no state that contains
objects of type C and thus, the model is inconsistent. How-
ever, this contradicts the intention of the model developer for
whom the presence of C is desired. To reconcile the devel-
oper’s intention with a formal notion of consistency, we must
weaken the classical notion of consistency. To this end, we
investigate which notions of consistency a model developer
may be concerned about.

Can each class be instantiated in the same state? As
shown, if a set of constraints is consistent in the classical
sense, there exists at least one state in which all classes can be
instantiated. This is a strong requirement, but it can be useful
for UML/OCL models with strong dependencies between the
classes in the model, i. e., an instance of a class can only exist
if instances of all other classes also exist.

The classical notion of consistency is presented in [38,
46]. We refer to the classical notion of consistency as strong
consistency, which we define as follows.

Definition 7 (Strong Consistency) A UML/OCL model M
is strongly consistent if and only if M is subtype consistent
and there exists a valid state in which all classes of M are
instantiated. Formally,

∃τ. ∀C ∈M. τ |=OCL C::allInstances()−>notEmpty() .

We have seen that the model company2 is strongly consis-
tent because there exists a state with the required properties
(cf. Figure 5).

Can each class be instantiated in some state? Since strong
consistency can be too strong for certain desired constraints,
we follow [5,46,52] and weaken the previous requirement by
asking for the existence of a set of states forM such that each
class in M is instantiated in at least one of these states. We
call this weaker notion of consistency class consistency and
define it as follows.

Definition 8 (Class Consistency) A UML/OCL model M is
class consistent if and only if M is subtype consistent and for
each class C ∈M , there exists a valid state that contains an
instance of class C. Formally,

∀C ∈M. ∃τ. τ |=OCL C::allInstances()−>notEmpty() .

We have seen that the company model is not strongly con-
sistent if it is annotated with the constraint workConditions.
However, the model is class consistent and we show witness
model states in Figure 6. In this figure, the constraint work-
Conditions is satisfied by both the state τ1, which contains ob-
jects of type Single only, and by the state τ2, which contains
objects of type Cubicle only. Thus, each class of the company
model can be instantiated, although in different states. Every
strongly consistent model is also class consistent, but not vice
versa.

Can any class of the model be instantiated? In the early
phases of system development, some classes in a model may
not yet be implemented. It can also happen that some classes
are still in the model, but using them is discouraged or they
no longer have an implementation.

According to the previously defined notions of consis-
tency, such models are neither strongly consistent nor class
consistent because not all classes can be instantiated. How-
ever, as explained above, such a situation may be desired.
Thus, the developer may want to know whether there is a
nonempty subset of all classes in M that can be instantiated.
Such a weak notion of consistency is used in [5,46,52], which
we define as follows.

Definition 9 (Weak Consistency) A UML/OCL model M is
weakly consistent if and only if M is subtype consistent and
a nonempty subset of the classes of M can be instantiated in
some valid state. Formally,

∃τ. ∃C ∈M. τ |=OCL C::allInstances()−>notEmpty() .

Every class consistent model is also weakly consistent,
but not vice versa. Given a UML/OCL model that is weakly
consistent, the model developer can incrementally modify the
model to achieve a stronger notion of consistency.

The weakest notion of all is inconsistency. In an inconsis-
tent class model, not a single class can be instantiated in any
state. This, of course, is undesirable in practice.

Definition 10 (Inconsistency) A UML/OCL model M is in-
consistent if and only if it is not weakly consistent.

As mentioned before, strongly consistent models and
class consistent models are also weakly consistent and there-
fore, they are not inconsistent.

2.5 Practically Relevant Consistency Notions

We have investigated different notions of consistency based
on the characteristic features of UML/OCL. We now assess
which notions are most relevant for model development.

We believe that UML/OCL models in MDE should be
subtype consistent and have at least one finitely large state.
We consider subtype consistency a necessary requirement for
object-oriented models [45], and if a model is not subtype
consistent, it should be revised. In certain scenarios, such as
code re-use, subtype consistency can be ignored. We also pro-
pose that models should have finitely large states when used
in MDE processes.

At the end of the development process, when code is gen-
erated from the models, we propose that class models should
be class consistent because every class should be instantiable
in at least one system state or be removed otherwise. Earlier
in the process, the models may be weakly consistent, but they
should be refined such that they are eventually at least class
consistent. To this end, the next section covers consistency
analysis, that is, a method for determining whether a model
is consistent.
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τ1

e1:Employee

name = ‘Boris’
salary = 1000

m1:Manager

name = ‘Paul’
salary = 2000
budget = 5000
headCount = 2
isCEO = true

s1:Single

desks = 2

τ2
c1:Cubicle

desks = 2

Figure 6 Witnesses for the class consistency of company2.

3 Pattern-Based Consistency Analysis

In this section, we introduce a novel approach to the con-
sistency analysis of pattern-based constraint specifications.
Our approach consists of proving general consistency prop-
erties of the constraint patterns once and subsequently using
these properties for an efficient, automatic, heuristic analysis
of pattern instances. The basis for our analysis is the previ-
ously defined consistency notions.

We make the following assumptions. First, we assume
that graphical constraints on the class model, e.g., cardinal-
ity constraints, are removed from the model and specified as
textual constraints as presented in [31]. We further assume
that these textual constraints are represented using our library
of constraint patterns. Finally, we assume that there are only
binary associations in the UML class model and no associ-
ation ends that are derived unions. Note that we make this
restriction only to keep this paper concise. Our approach can
be generalized to n-ary associations with n > 2.

3.1 Introducing Consistency Lemmas

We capture the general consistency properties of a constraint
pattern Π as a set of assumptions under which adding an in-
stance ofΠ to a constraint specification preserves the specifi-
cation’s consistency. This analysis must be done just once for
each constraint pattern in a given pattern library. As a result,
we formulate and prove a consistency lemma for each pat-
tern. We define consistency lemmas in Definition 11. In this
definition, we use a general notion of consistency that must
be replaced by a specific notion as defined in the previous
section.

Definition 11 (Consistency Lemma) A consistency lemma
for a constraint pattern Π states sufficient conditions for the
consistency of instances of Π . It has the following structure:

– Let 〈M,ΦM 〉 be consistent, whereM is a class model and
ΦM is its constraint specification. Let ψ be an instance of
the pattern Π .

– Assume the syntactic properties P1(M,ΦM ), . . .,
Pn(M,ΦM ) hold for the model and its constraint spec-
ification.

– Then 〈M,ΦM ∪ {ψ}〉 is consistent.

When the patterns are used, it is sufficient to check
whether the assumptions P1, . . . , Pn hold. Since these as-
sumptions are syntactic properties of the UML/OCL model
〈M,ΦM 〉, they can be checked in polynomial time. In our ap-
proach, we first must prove that the initial class model with-
out any textual constraints is consistent, which is a decidable
property that can be computed in linear time [46].

In the following, we analyze our pattern library for poten-
tial contradictions. The main challenge is identifying which
patterns can potentially contradict a given pattern Π . To this
end, we classify constraint patterns into three kinds: (1) those
that constrain the value of attributes, e. g., Unique Identi-
fier, (2) those that constrain the structure of the object graph
spanned by objects and links between them, e. g., Surjec-
tive Association, and (3) those that constrain both an attribute
value and the object graph. The only pattern of the third kind
is the Multiplicity Restriction pattern, which relates the multi-
plicity of an association to an attribute value.

We use the No Cyclic Dependency pattern as an example
to illustrate a consistency lemma. The following lemma de-
fines sufficient assumptions under which a constrained model
remains strongly consistent after instantiating the pattern. We
use strong consistency in the consistency lemmas in this pa-
per because the proofs for this notion of consistency are more
compact and illustrative. However, the lemmas can be eas-
ily adapted to the other notions of consistency. Following the
proof sketch for the example lemma below, we provide a vari-
ant for class consistency. In our lemmas and proofs, we use
the notation p−1 to denote the opposite association end of an
association end p in a binary association.

Lemma 1 (Strong Consistency of No Cyclic Dependency)
LetM be a model andΦM be a constraint specification based
on patterns. Let 〈M,ΦM 〉 be strongly consistent and have at
least one finitely large state, and let φ be an instance of the
No Cyclic Dependency pattern with class C as context and
navigation path p1.p2. · · · .pn. If there are j, k ∈ {1, . . . , n}
such that

(i) the lower multiplicity bound of pj and p−1
k in M is zero,

(ii) there is no instance of the Surjective Association or Bi-
jective Association pattern in ΦM with parameter value
pk,
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(iii) there is no instance of the Multiplicity Restriction pattern
in ΦM with pj and p−1

k as values for any parameter, and
(iv) there is no instance of the Object In Collection pattern in

ΦM on any element of the path p1.p2. · · · .pn,
then 〈M,ΦM ∪ {φ}〉 is strongly consistent and has at least
one finitely large state.

In the following, we explain the assumptions of this
lemma and we give the proof in the subsequent section. Be-
cause of the requirement that the initial model is strongly
consistent, there is a state τ in which each class of M is
instantiated. If τ does not satisfy the new constraint φ, we
construct a state τ ′ from τ as follows. First, we delete the
jth link from the path. Now, τ ′ |=OCL φ, but τ ′ may not sat-
isfy the multiplicity constraints in ΦM . Thus, we walk along
the path backwards starting from position j and instantiate
and link new objects until the multiplicity constraints hold.
This will eventually be the case because of the existence of
pk and its assumed properties. Thus, τ ′ |=OCL ΦM and M
and 〈M,ΦM ∪ {φ}〉 is strongly consistent and has at least
one finitely large state.

The assumptions (i)-(iv) are crucial for the correctness
of above construction. Assumption (i) requires the existence
of an association end pj on the constrained path that has a
lower multiplicity bound of zero, and there must be an as-
sociation end pk whose opposite association end also has a
lower multiplicity bound of zero. Generally speaking, this as-
sumption allows us to delete existing links in the above con-
struction and ensures its termination. However, it is not suf-
ficient that the lower multiplicity bound of these association
ends is zero. In addition, there must be no constraints in the
constraint specification ΦM of the model M that constrain
the lower multiplicity bound of these association ends. There
are three constraint patterns in our library that can be used to
constrain lower multiplicity bounds: Surjective Association,
Bijective Association, and Multiplicity Restriction. Therefore,
we added assumptions (ii) and (iii) to the consistency lemma.
In addition, we forbid that the reflexive path is constrained
by an instance of the Object In Collection pattern (iv), which
would otherwise affect these association ends.

In the presence of constraint-pattern instances and the ab-
sence of general OCL constraints, the consistency lemmas
implicitly guarantee subtype consistency because all other
pattern instances are examined for contradictory statements.
This includes all pattern instances defined on superclasses
of the analyzed classes. For example, assumption (iii) of
Lemma 1 requires the absence of instances of the Multiplicity
Restriction pattern on the respective association ends. This in-
cludes the case that a contradictory instance of the Multiplicity
Restriction pattern is specified for a superclass of the class
for which an instance of the No Cyclic Dependency pattern is
specified.

To support analysis for different kinds of consistency, we
must establish additional consistency lemmas. For example,
we show the consistency lemma for the No Cyclic Dependen-
cy pattern for class consistency. This lemma is almost iden-
tical to the lemma for strong consistency, with the exception

that the term “strongly consistent” is replaced by “class con-
sistent”.

Lemma 2 (Class Consistency of No Cyclic Dependency)
Let M be a model and ΦM be a class consistent constraint
specification based on patterns that has at least one finitely
large state. Let φ be an instance of the No Cyclic Depen-
dency pattern with class C as context and navigation path
p1.p2. · · · .pn. If there are j, k ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that

(i) [. . . same as in Lemma 1. . . ],
then 〈M,ΦM ∪ {φ}〉 is class consistent and has at least one
finitely large state.

Whereas the lemma statement for class consistency is al-
most identical to that of strong consistency, the proof of class
consistency requires some changes. Since our basic assump-
tion is now the class consistency of the constraint specifica-
tion, there exists a set of states T = {τ1, . . . , τn} in which
each class of M is instantiated. For each τi ∈ T that does
not satisfy φ, we apply the construction from the proof for
strong consistency for τi. We thereby obtain a set of states
T ′ in which each τi satisfies both ΦM and φ. Thus, T ′ is a
witness for the class consistency of 〈M,ΦM ∪ {φ}〉.

Note that we are interested in sufficient conditions for pat-
tern instances to preserve the consistency of the model. Thus,
the lemmas typically have the form P ⇒ Q, where P is a set
of syntactic assumptions and Q states that the refined model
is consistent. In general, it is not possible to have consistency
lemmas of the form P ⇔ Q because the consistency of Q is,
in general, undecidable, whereas the conditions in P can be
checked in polynomial time.

3.2 Library of Consistency Lemmas

In this section, we present the library of constraint pat-
terns previously defined in [56] and investigate under which
assumptions instances of these constraint patterns preserve
model consistency. Starting from a model M and a strongly
consistent constraint specification ΦM , we add instances of
our constraint patterns and analyze potential conflicts. We as-
sume that all constraints in the constraint specification are
pattern instances and no literal OCL expressions are present.
An overview of the patterns from [56] is shown in Figure 7.

We use the example model in Figure 8, which represents a
simple class model with classes, attributes, associations, and
generalization, to illustrate our findings. Needless to say, our
consistency lemmas make statements about arbitrary class
models.

3.2.1 Association-Constraining Patterns. In this subsec-
tion, we introduce the association-constraining patterns
shown in Figure 7. For each pattern, we provide its definition,
a consistency lemma, its proof, and an example of inconsis-
tent pattern instances.
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Figure 7 Library of constraint patterns.
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Figure 8 Generic class diagram.

Injective Association. The Injective Association pattern
can be instantiated to make an association end injective.

pattern InjectiveAssociation (property:Sequence(Property)) =
self .property−>size() = 1 and
self .class :: allInstances()−>forAll (x,y | x.property = y.property

implies x=y)

Note that the shorthand .class is replaced with the type name
of the actual class with which the pattern is instantiated by the
pattern instantiation mechanism. We define the consistency
lemma for the Injective Association pattern as follows.

Lemma 3 (Consistency of Injective Association) Let
〈M,ΦM 〉 be a strongly consistent model that has at least one
finitely large state. Let φ be an instance of the Injective Asso-

ciation pattern with class C as context and navigation path
P = p1.p2. · · · .pn. If

(i) the upper multiplicity bound of the opposite association
end of each pi ∈ {p1, . . . , pn} is either one or * and

(ii) there is no instance of the Multiplicity Restriction pattern
in ΦM that constrains the opposite association end of
any pi ∈ {p1, . . . , pn},

then 〈M,ΦM ∪ {φ}〉 is strongly consistent.

Proof (for Lemma 3) Because 〈M,ΦM 〉 is strongly consis-
tent, there exists a state τ in which each class of M is instan-
tiated. Based on τ , we construct a state τ ′ that witnesses the
strong consistency of 〈M,ΦM ∪ {φ}〉. In the following, we
do not consider the trivial case and thus assume τ 6|=OCL φ.

In this case, there are two or more objects of class C in
τ that are connected to the same object of class type(pn) as
illustrated in Figure 9. We construct τ ′ from τ as follows.
For every object on of class type(pn), we walk the path P
backwards. For all i, 1 ≤ i < n, if there is more than one
link from oi to oi+1, we arbitrarily select and delete all but
one link. This preserves the invariants of the classes on the
“right-hand side” of the link, because exactly one link will
be left and the multiplicity of this association is either one
or unlimited (*) (i) and not further constrained (ii). After this
construction, there is at most one link from an object of class
C to an object of class type(pn) and thus, τ ′ |=OCL φ.

However, the multiplicities of the classes on the “left-
hand side” of the deleted links may have been violated by
the previous construction. We repair the multiplicities as fol-
lows. For each object of class C, we walk the path P from
1 ≤ i < n. If the multiplicity invariants of class type(pi)
are violated, we create objects of class type(pi+1) until the
invariants are satisfied. Since each newly created object oi is
connected to exactly one object oi−1, τ ′ |=OCL φ still holds.
After this second part of the construction, all the multiplicity
constraints hold and thus, τ ′ |=OCL ΦM . Because τ ′ |=OCL φ
also holds, 〈M,ΦM ∪ {φ}〉 is strongly consistent. ut

τ’

τ
a1: A b1: B c1: C

a2: A

a1: A b1: B c1: C

a2: A b2: B

Figure 9 Illustration of the proof for Lemma 3.

The following is an example of an inconsistent constraint.
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context A
inv: InjectiveAssociation (b)

context B
inv: MultiplicityRestriction (a,>,1)

Whereas the first invariant states that no object of class B may
be connected to more than one object of class A, the second
invariant states the exact opposite.

Surjective Association. The Surjective Association pat-
tern can be instantiated to make an association end surjective.

pattern SurjectiveAssociation(property:Sequence(Property)) =
self .property.class :: allInstances()−>forAll ( y |

self .class :: allInstances()−>exists( x |
x.property−>includes(y)
and x.property−>size()=1))

We define the consistency lemma for the Surjective Asso-
ciation pattern as follows.

Lemma 4 (Consistency of Surjective Association) Let
〈M,ΦM 〉 be a strongly consistent model that has at least
one finitely large state. Let φ be an instance of the Surjective
Association pattern with class C as context and navigation
path P = p1.p2. · · · .pn. If

(i) for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the upper multiplicity bound of
property p−1

i is greater than zero,
(ii) there is no instance of the Multiplicity Restriction pattern

in ΦM that constrains any opposite association end p−1
i

for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and
(iii) there is no instance of the No Cyclic Dependency pattern

in ΦM with the navigation path P ,
then 〈M,ΦM ∪ {φ}〉 is strongly consistent.

Proof (for Lemma 4) Because 〈M,ΦM 〉 is strongly consis-
tent, there exists a state τ in which each class of M is instan-
tiated. Based on τ , we construct a state τ ′ that witnesses the
strong consistency of 〈M,ΦM ∪ {φ}〉. In the following, we
do not consider the trivial case and thus assume τ 6|=OCL φ.

In this case, there is an object y of class type(pn) in τ
that is not linked to an object of class C via the path P . We
establish a link between an object of class C and y as fol-
lows. From y, we navigate for all i, 1 ≤ i < n, backwards
along the path P . For each part i of the path for which there
does not exist a link, we either create an instance of pi be-
tween object oi+1 and an existing object oi if the multiplicity
constraints of class type(oi) allow oi be connected to oi or,
otherwise, we create a new object o′i of class type(oi). Creat-
ing such a link is possible because objects of class type(oi+1)
can be connected to objects of type(oi) since the multiplic-
ity of association end p−1

i is at least one (i) and not further
constrained by an Multiplicity Restriction (ii). Since we try to
connect to an existing object, a cycle can be introduced, but
because cycles on this part are not forbidden (iii), this con-
struction does not violate ΦM . This construction terminates
after the nth step connecting an object of type C to a path

that leads to y. Therefore, τ ′ |=OCL φ, and since this construc-
tion has not violated any constraint in ΦM , 〈M,ΦM ∪ {φ}〉
is strongly consistent. ut

τ’

a1: A b1: B c1: C
τ

a1: A b1: B c1: C

Figure 10 Illustration of the proof for Lemma 4.

The following is an example of an inconsistent constraint.

context A
inv: SurjectiveAssociation(b)

context B
inv: MultiplicityRestriction (a,<,1)

Whereas the first invariant requires every object of class B
to be connected to an object of class A, the second invariant
forbids this by stating that no objects of class A may be con-
nected to objects of class B.

Bijective Association. The Bijective Association pattern
can be instantiated to make an association bijective.

pattern BijectiveAssociation(property:Sequence(Property)) =
InjectiveAssociation (property) and
SurjectiveAssociation(property)

We define the consistency lemma for the Bijective Association
pattern as follows.

Lemma 5 (Consistency of Bijective Association) Let
〈M,ΦM 〉 be a strongly consistent model that has at least one
finitely large state. Let φ be an instance of the Bijective Asso-
ciation pattern with class C as context and navigation path
P = p1.p2. · · · .pn. If

(i) for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the upper multiplicity bound of
property p−1

i is greater than zero,
(ii) there is no instance of the Multiplicity Restriction pattern

in ΦM that constrains any opposite association end p−1
i

for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
(iii) there is no instance of the No Cyclic Dependency pattern

in ΦM with the navigation path P ,
(iv) the upper multiplicity bound of the opposite association

end of each pi ∈ {p1, . . . , pn} is either one or *, and
(v) there is no instance of the Multiplicity Restriction pattern

in ΦM that constrains the opposite association end of
any pi ∈ {p1, . . . , pn},

then 〈M,ΦM ∪ {φ}〉 is strongly consistent.
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Note that assumptions (i)-(iii) are the assumptions from the
Surjective Association pattern and assumptions (iv) and (v)
are the assumptions from the Injective Association pattern.

Proof (for Lemma 5) Because 〈M,ΦM 〉 is strongly consis-
tent, there exists a state τ in which each class of M is instan-
tiated. Based on τ , we construct a state τ ′ that witnesses the
strong consistency of 〈M,ΦM ∪ {φ}〉. In the following, we
do not consider the trivial case and thus assume τ 6|=OCL φ.

We construct a state τ ′ from the state τ by making the
navigation path P both surjective and injective. Making P
surjective is possible because of the assumptions (i)-(iii) (cf.
Lemma 4) and (iv)-(v) (cf. Lemma 3). After this construction,
P is both surjective and injective. Thus, P is bijective and
〈M,ΦM ∪ {φ}〉 is strongly consistent. ut

The following is an example of an inconsistent constraint.

context A
inv: BijectiveAssociation (b)

context B
inv: MultiplicityRestriction (a,>,1)

These invariants are inconsistent because the first invariant
specifies a one-to-one relation between objects of classes A
and B whereas the second invariant imposes a one-to-many
relation between objects of B and objects of A.

Object In Collection. The Object In Collection pattern can
be instantiated to require objects of a class to be contained in
a set of related elements.

pattern ObjectInCollection(set:Sequence(Property),
element:Sequence(Property)) =

self .set−>includesAll(self.element)

In Lemma 1, we stated dependencies between this pattern and
the No Cyclic Dependency pattern. In addition, there are fur-
ther dependencies, as stated in the following lemma.

Lemma 6 (Consistency of Object In Collection) Let
〈M,ΦM 〉 be a strongly consistent model that has at least one
finitely large state. Let φ be an instance of the Object In Col-
lection pattern with context class C, set = p1.p2. · · · .pm,
and element = p1.p2. · · · .pn. If

(i) there is no instance of the No Cyclic Dependency pattern
in ΦM with parameter property = set and

(ii) the upper multiplicity bound of pm is at least one, and
(iii) there is no instance of the Multiplicity Restriction pattern

in ΦM with any pi ∈ {p1, . . . , pm} as a value for the
navigation parameter,

then 〈M,ΦM ∪ {φ}〉 is strongly consistent.

Proof (for Lemma 6) Because 〈M,ΦM 〉 is strongly consis-
tent, there exists a state τ in which each class of M is instan-
tiated. Based on τ , we construct a state τ ′ that witnesses the
strong consistency of 〈M,ΦM ∪ {φ}〉. In the following, we
do not consider the trivial case and thus assume τ 6|=OCL φ.

For each object o0 of type C for which the instance of
the Object In Collection pattern does not hold, we perform

the following construction, illustrated in Figure 11. Starting
from o0, we navigate along the path p1.p2. · · · .pm. This
path ends at an object ok because of τ 6|=OCL φ. For all i,
where i > k and i < m, create an object oi of class type(pi)
and link it to the previous object. This does not violate any
constraints because at least one relation between these objects
can exist because their multiplicities are not constrained (iii).
Connect the last object of type(pm−1) to o0. This does not
violate any constraints because arbitrary many objects of type
C can be connected to objects of type type(pm−1) because
the multiplicity of pm is at least one (ii). The last step creates
a cyclic link between o0 and itself, which does not violate
any constraint because cycles are not forbidden (i). Due to
this cycle, τ ′ |=OCL φ and thus 〈M,ΦM ∪ {φ}〉 is strongly
consistent. ut

τ’

a1: A b1: B c1: C

a1: A b1: B c1: C

c2: C

τ

Figure 11 Illustration of the proof for Lemma 6.

The following is an example of an inconsistent constraint.

context A
inv: ObjectInCollection(Sequence{}, b.c.a)
inv: NoCyclicDependency(b.c.a)

These invariants are inconsistent because the first invariant
requires each object of class A to be in the set of objects
reachable via path b.c.a, which implies a cycle. However, the
second invariant explicitly forbids such cycles.

Type Restriction. The Type Restriction pattern can be used
to constrain an association that is defined between a class and
a superclass by limiting the allowed subclasses.

pattern TypeRestriction(property:Property,
allowedClasses:Set(Class)) =

self .property−>forAll(x | allowedClasses−>exists(t |
x.oclIsTypeOf(t )))

We define the consistency lemma for the Type Restriction pat-
tern as follows.

Lemma 7 (Consistency of Type Restriction) Let 〈M,ΦM 〉
be a strongly consistent model that has at least one finitely
large state. Let φ be an instance of the Type Restriction
pattern with class C as context, a navigation path P =
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p1.p2. · · · .pn and a set S = {C1, . . . , Cn} of allowed
classes. If

(i) for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the lower multiplicity bound of
property p−1

i is zero,
(ii) there is no instance of the Multiplicity Restriction pattern

in ΦM that constrains any of the opposite association
end p−1

i for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
(iii) there is no instance ψ(p′, S′) of the Type Relation pat-

tern in ΦM where p′ is a suffix of p and S′\S 6= ∅, and
(iv) there is no other instance ψ(p′, S′) of the Type Restric-

tion pattern in ΦM where p′ is a suffix of p and S′ ∩S 6=
∅,

then 〈M,ΦM ∪ {φ}〉 is strongly consistent.

Proof (for Lemma 7) Because 〈M,ΦM 〉 is strongly consis-
tent, there exists a state τ in which each class of M is instan-
tiated. Based on τ , we construct a state τ ′ that witnesses the
strong consistency of 〈M,ΦM ∪ {φ}〉. In the following, we
do not consider the trivial case and thus τ 6|=OCL φ.

In this case, there exists a path between an object o1 of
class C to an object on, where class(on) /∈ {C1, . . . , Cn}.
We construct τ ′ by deleting all links between objects of class
type(p−1

n ) and on as shown in Figure 12. This does not vi-
olate the multiplicity constraints of class(on) because this
class can be related to zero objects of class type(p−1

n ) be-
cause the lower multiplicity bound of p−1

n is zero (i) and
not further constrained (ii). The deletion of the link does
not violate any Type Relation constraint because no object of
class(on) is required to be on path P (iii). Now, τ ′ |=OCL φ.

If the multiplicity constraints of class type(p−1
n ) are

violated, we create objects of any allowed class Ci ∈
{C1, . . . , Cn} until the multiplicity constraints of class
type(p−1

n ) are satisfied. Furthermore, the newly created ob-
jects do not violate any Type Restriction constraint in ΦM be-
cause there is no other type restriction that requires any class
not in {C1, . . . , Cn} (iv). Now, also τ ′ |=OCL ΦM holds and
thus 〈M,ΦM ∪ {φ}〉 is strongly consistent. ut

τ
a1: A b1: B c1: C

d1: D e1: E

τ’
a1: A b1: B c1: C

d1: D e1: E

Figure 12 Illustration of the proof for Lemma 7.

The following is an example of an inconsistent constraint.

context A
inv: TypeRestriction(b,E)

context D
inv: MultiplicityRestriction (a,>,0)

These invariants applied to the model in Figure 8 are not
strongly consistent because no instance of D can be created.
In particular, the first invariant requires that only objects of
the subclass E of B may be connected to objects of class A on
the association end b. However, the second invariant requires
that objects of class D, the other subclass of B, must be con-
nected to at least one object of class A, which contradicts the
first invariant.

Type Relation. The Type Relation pattern can be used to
enforce that instances of certain subclassesC1, . . . , Cn ofC0,
the requiredClasses, must participate in some relation.

pattern TypeRelation(property:Sequence(Property),
requiredClasses:Set(Class)) =

requiredClasses−>forAll(c | self .property−>exists(p |
p.oclIsTypeOf(p)))

We define the consistency lemma for the Type Relation pat-
tern as follows.

Lemma 8 (Consistency of Type Relation) Let 〈M,ΦM 〉 be
a strongly consistent model that has at least one finitely large
state. Let φ be an instance of the Type Relation pattern with
classC as context, a navigation path P = p1.p2. · · · .pn and
a set S = {C1, . . . , Cn} of required classes. If

(i) there exists a pi ∈ {p1, . . . , pn} for which the upper
multiplicity is greater than or equal to |S|,

(ii) there is no instance of the Multiplicity Restriction pattern
in ΦM that constrains the above-mentioned association
end pi, and

(iii) there is no instance ψ(p′, S′) of the Type Restriction pat-
tern in ΦM , where p′ is a suffix of p and S′\S 6= ∅,

then 〈M,ΦM ∪ {φ}〉 is strongly consistent.

Proof (for Lemma 8) Because 〈M,ΦM 〉 is strongly consis-
tent, there exists a state τ in which each class of M is instan-
tiated. Based on τ , we construct a state τ ′ that witnesses the
strong consistency of 〈M,ΦM ∪ {φ}〉. In the following, we
do not consider the trivial case and thus, τ 6|=OCL φ.

In this case, there is an object o1 : C that is not linked
to an object of class Cj ∈ S. We walk the path P from o1
to pi. At pi, we create a new object o′i of class type(pi) and
link it to the previous object in the path as illustrated in Fig-
ure 13. After this construction, τ ′ |=OCL ΦM still holds be-
cause the unlimited multiplicity of pi (i), which is not further
constrained (ii), allows one to connect an unlimited number
of elements to the previous objects in the path.

From o′i, we continue to walk the path P , creating a new
object in each step. The last object in the path must be of
type Cj . This is possible because objects of this class are not
forbidden to connect to this path by any instance of the Type
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τ
a1: A b1: B c1: C

d1: D e1: E

τ’
a1: A b1: B c1: C

d1: D e1: E

Figure 13 Illustration of the proof for Lemma 8.

Restriction pattern (iii). Then, τ ′ |=OCL φ, and thus 〈M,ΦM∪
{φ}〉 is strongly consistent. ut

The following set of invariants is inconsistent.

context A
inv: TypeRelation(b,{D,E})
inv: MultiplicityRestriction (b,<=,1)

The first invariant requires every object of class A to be re-
lated to objects of class D and objects of class E, whereas the
second invariant allows objects of class A to be related to at
most one object of class B, the superclass of D and E.

No Cyclic Dependency. The No Cyclic Dependency pat-
tern can be instantiated to disallow cyclic links between ob-
jects on a given navigation path. We defined it as follows in
Section 1.2.

pattern NoCyclicDependency(property: Sequence(Property)) =
self .closure(property,Set{})−>excludes(self)

pattern closure(property : Sequence(Property),S:Set(Class)) =
property−>union((property − S)−>

collect (o:Class | o.closure(property,S−>including(self)))−>
asSet())

The No Cyclic Dependency pattern has a parameter prop-
erty, which denotes a path in the model that must be non-
cyclic in all model states. The pattern invokes the closure pat-
tern, which denotes the transitive closure of a path property
in the model. The closure pattern has an additional parameter
S, which we use to ensure termination of the computation on
finite model states. Since S grows with each recursive invo-
cation, the set property − S (where ‘−’ is the OCL syntax for
the set difference operator ‘\’) will eventually be empty and
the recursion will terminate.

Lemma 9 (Termination of the Closure Pattern) Let M be
a class model and τ be an arbitrary, but finite, state ofM . Let
C ∈M be a class and p be a path inM fromC toC. If o ∈ τ
is an object of class C, the computation of o.closure(p,Set{})
terminates.

Proof (for Lemma 9) The closure pattern recursively invokes
closure on all objects in the set (property − S). On each in-
vocation, the context object self is added to the set S. This
prevents closure from being invoked more than once for each
object o ∈ τ . Since τ is a finite state, there can be only finitely
many recursive invocations of closure and thus closure termi-
nates. ut

If the pattern is instantiated on a navigation path p, it must
be checked that the multiplicities of the association ends in-
cluded in p allow for noncyclic instantiations. We expressed
this property in Lemma 1, which we defined in Section 3.1.
We now prove this lemma.

Proof (for Lemma 1) Because 〈M,ΦM 〉 is strongly consis-
tent, there exists a state τ in which each class of M is instan-
tiated. Based on τ , we construct a state τ ′ that witnesses the
strong consistency of 〈M,ΦM ∪ {φ}〉. We distinguish two
cases:

Case 1: τ |=OCL ΦM ∧ φ. In this case, τ does not contain a
cyclic link between objects of class C on path p1.p2. · · · .pn.
Thus, τ ′ = τ .

Case 2: τ 6|=OCL ΦM ∧ φ. In this case, there is an object
o1 : C ∈ τ and a sequence (o1, . . . , om, o1) of objects that
represent a cyclic link in which the link from object oi−1 to
oi is an instance of association end pi. We construct τ ′ from
τ by deleting the link from oj−1 to oj . This deletion does
not violate any invariant of Cj−1 because our assumptions
state that no relation between objects of class Cj−1 and Cj
is required by an instance of the Object In Collection pattern
(iv), and objects of class Cj−1 are not required to relate to
objects of class Cj because the lower multiplicity bound of
association end pj is zero (i) and not further constrained (iii).
Now, τ ′ |=OCL φ.

If, after deleting the link, τ ′ |=OCL ΦM holds, the con-
struction is finished. If not, the deletion has violated the mul-
tiplicity constraints of at least one class of which an object
participates in the cycle. In this case, we initially create an
object o′j−1 of type Cj−1 and link it to oj . Subsequently, we
iterate the index i from j− 1 down to 1 (and potentially from
m to j + 1 afterwards) and create an object of type Ci−1.
We link this object to oi only if class Ci requires a link to
class Ci−1; the algorithm terminates otherwise. It eventually
terminates because there exists a class Ck that does not re-
quire a link to class Ck−1. This is the case because the lower
multiplicity bound of the opposite association end of pk can
be zero, it is not further constrained (i-iii), and there is no
instance of the Object In Collection pattern on pk (iv). After
this construction, the multiplicity constraints hold that were
violated by the deletion and thus τ ′ |=OCL ΦM and, as shown
before, τ ′ |=OCL φ. Thus, 〈M,ΦM ∪ {φ}〉 is strongly consis-
tent. ut

Figure 14 shows the construction that we use in the proof
on an example. In this example, there exists a state τ in which
there is a cyclic link between the objects. We construct a state
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τ ′ according to the construction in the proof; the association
end b is the required pj and c is the required pk.

a1: A b1: B c1: C

a1: A b1: B c1: C

a2: Ac2: C

τ’

τ

Figure 14 Illustration of the proof for Lemma 1.

Path Depth Restriction. The Path Depth Restriction pat-
tern can be used to limit instances of reflexive associations to
a given length.

pattern PathDepthRestriction(property: Sequence(Property),
maxDepth:Integer) =

self .pathDepthSatisfied(property,maxDepth−1,0)

pattern pathDepthSatisfied(property: Sequence(Property),
max:Integer, counter:Integer) =

if (counter > max or max < 0) then false
else if ( self .property−>isEmpty()) then true

else self .property−>forAll(m|
m.pathDepthSatisfied(property, max, counter+1))

endif
endif

We define the consistency lemma for the Path Depth Restric-
tion pattern as follows.

Lemma 10 (Consistency of Path Depth Restriction) Let
〈M,ΦM 〉 be a strongly consistent model that has at least
one finitely large state. Let φ be an instance of the Unique
Path pattern with class C as context, a navigation path P =
p1.p2. · · · .pn, and a maximum depth of n. 〈M,ΦM ∪ {φ}〉
is strongly consistent.

Proof (for Lemma 10) Because 〈M,ΦM 〉 is strongly consis-
tent, there exists a state τ in which each class of M is instan-
tiated. Based on τ , we construct a state τ ′ that witnesses the
strong consistency of 〈M,ΦM ∪ {φ}〉. In the following, we
do not consider the trivial case and thus, τ 6|=OCL φ.

In this case, there is an instance of the path P in τ of
length m, with m > n. We know that the length of the path
is finite because 〈M,ΦM 〉 is strongly consistent. Thus, we
know that instances of this path with finite length can exist.

We create a state τ ′ from τ as follows. Starting from the
first element o0 on the path of class C, we follow the path in-
stance n times, ending at another object oi of class C. We cut
the path by deleting the link between oi and oi+1, as shown

in Figure 15. Next, we restore the head of the remainder of
the path by instantiating a new object of class C and linking
it to oi+1. We recursively apply these steps until the end of
the path is reached. With this construction, we have split the
instance of the path into parts with a maximum size of n each.
Thus 〈M,ΦM ∪ {φ}〉 is strongly consistent. ut

τ
a1: A b1: B c1: C

b2: Bc2: C a2: A

a3: A b3: B c3: C

a4: A

τ’
a1: A b1: B c1: C

b2: Bc2: C a2: A

a3: A b3: B c3: C

a4: Aa5: A

Figure 15 Illustration of the proof for Lemma 10.

3.2.2 Attribute-Constraining Patterns. Whereas the previ-
ous constraint patterns can be used to constrain the struc-
ture of the object graph, the following patterns constrain the
values of attributes. Since the values of two or more at-
tributes can be mutually dependent, instances of attribute-
constraining patterns can also be contradictory. Consider the
following example.

context A
inv: self .b−>forAll( b | self .x > b.y ) −− Attribute Relation

context B
inv: self .y = self .c−>sum(z) −− AttributeSumRestriction

context C
inv: self .z = self .a.x −− AttributeValueRestriction

In every model state, each summand of the sum restriction
for class B is greater than the sum. This is a contradiction and
thus no satisfying instance exists. We reflect this in the fol-
lowing consistency lemmas in which we do not ensure con-
sistency if attributes are constrained more than once.

Attribute Relation. Using the Attribute Relation pattern, at-
tributes can be related to other attributes.

pattern AttributeRelation (navigation:Sequence(Property),
remoteAttribute:Property,
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operator: OclExpression,
contextAttribute :Property) =

self .navigation−>forAll( x |
x.remoteAttribute operator contextAttribute )

We define the consistency lemma for the Attribute Relation
pattern as follows.

Lemma 11 (Consistency of Attribute Relation) Let
〈M,ΦM 〉 be a strongly consistent model that has at least
one finitely large state and let φ(navigation, remote-
Attribute, op, contextAttribute) be an instance of the
Attribute Relation pattern with class C as context. If

(i) there is no instance of the Attribute Sum Restriction, At-
tribute Value Restriction, Multiplicity Restriction, or an-
other Attribute Relation pattern in ΦM in which context-
Attribute is used as a parameter,

(ii) remoteAttribute 6= contextAttribute, and
(iii) there is no instance of the Unique Identifier pattern in

ΦM in which contextAttribute is one of the unique
properties,

then 〈M,ΦM ∪ {φ}〉 is strongly consistent.

Proof (for Lemma 11) Because 〈M,ΦM 〉 is strongly consis-
tent, there exists a state τ in which each class of M is instan-
tiated. Based on τ , we construct a state τ ′ that witnesses the
strong consistency of 〈M,ΦM ∪ {φ}〉. In the following, we
do not consider the trivial case and thus, τ 6|=OCL φ.

In this case, there exists an object o of class C in τ for
which the contextAttribute violates φ. We set the value of
contextAttribute such that it satisfies φ as shown in Figure 16.
Now, τ ′ |=OCL φ. Furthermore, no constraint in ΦM is vio-
lated because contextAttribute is not related to another prop-
erty (i), to itself (ii), and its value need not be unique (iii).
Thus it holds that τ ′ |=OCL ΦM and therefore 〈M,ΦM ∪{φ}〉
is strongly consistent. ut

τ

a1:A

i = 3

c1:C

j = 2

c2:C

j = 3

τ’

a1:A

i = 4

c1:C

j = 2

c2:C

j = 3

Figure 16 Illustration of the proof for Lemma 11.

The following constraints are inconsistent.

context A
inv: AttributeRelation (b.c.a, i ,>, i )
inv: AttributeSumRestriction(i ,b.c.a, i )

Whereas the first invariant requires that for each object of
class A, the value of the attribute i must be less than the value
of the same attribute of all related A objects, the second in-
variant requires that the value of attribute i must be equal to
the sum of the values of attribute i of all related A objects.

Attribute Sum Restriction. The Attribute Sum Restriction
pattern can be used to limit the value of an integer attribute to
the sum of the values of related attributes.

pattern AttributeSumRestriction(navigation: Sequence(Property),
summand: Property,
summation: Property) =

self .navigation.summand−>sum() <= summation

We define the consistency lemma for the Attribute Sum Re-
striction pattern as follows.

Lemma 12 (Consistency of Attribute Sum Restriction)
Let 〈M,ΦM 〉 be a strongly consistent model that has at
least one finitely large state and let φ(navigation, sum-
mand, summation) be an instance of the Attribute Sum Re-
striction pattern with class C as context. If

(i) there is no instance of the Attribute Relation, Attribute
Value Restriction, Multiplicity Restriction, or another At-
tribute Sum Restriction pattern in ΦM in which summa-
tion is used as parameter and

(ii) if navigation is reflexive and summation =
summand, there is no instance of the Unique Identifier
pattern in ΦM in which summation is one of the unique
properties,

then 〈M,ΦM ∪ {φ}〉 is strongly consistent.

Proof (for Lemma 12) Because 〈M,ΦM 〉 is strongly consis-
tent, there exists a state τ in which each class of M is instan-
tiated. Based on τ , we construct a state τ ′ that witnesses the
strong consistency of 〈M,ΦM ∪ {φ}〉. In the following, we
do not consider the trivial case and thus τ 6|=OCL φ.

In this case, there exists an object o of class C for
which the summation attribute does not have the correct
value. We therefore set the value of summation to the sum
of the summand properties of all objects related to o via
navigation as shown in Figure 17. Now τ ′ |=OCL φ holds.
Furthermore, the value of summation is not related to any
other property (i) and it is not related to itself (ii). Thus,
no existing constraint in ΦM is violated, τ ′ |=OCL ΦM , and
〈M,ΦM ∪ {φ}〉 is strongly consistent. ut

The following constraints are inconsistent.

context A
inv: AttributeSumRestriction(i ,b.c.a, i )
inv: UniqueIdentifier ( i )
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τ

a1:A

i = 3

c1:C

j = 2

c2:C

j = 3

τ’

a1:A

i = 5

c1:C

j = 2

c2:C

j = 3

Figure 17 Illustration of the proof for Lemma 12.

The first invariant requires that the value of attribute i must be
equal to the sum of the values of all i attributes of related A
objects, which leaves zero as the only possible value for i for
two or more related objects. In contrast, the second invariant
requires i to have a unique value for all objects of class A.

Attribute Value Restriction. The Attribute Value Restric-
tion pattern represents a common kind of constraint, namely
simple value restrictions for attributes.

pattern AttributeValueRestriction (property:Property,
operator:OclExpression,
value:OclExpression) =

self .property operator value

We define the consistency lemma for the Attribute Value Re-
striction pattern as follows.

Lemma 13 (Consistency of Attribute Value Restriction)
Let 〈M,ΦM 〉 be a strongly consistent model that has at least
one finitely large state and let φ(p, op, v) be an instance of the
Attribute Value Restriction pattern with class C as context. If

(i) there is no instance of the Attribute Sum Restriction, At-
tribute Relation, Multiplicity Restriction, or another At-
tribute Value Restriction pattern inΦM in which p is used
as a parameter,

(ii) if op is “=”, there is no instance of the Unique Identifier
pattern in ΦM in which p is one of the unique properties,

then 〈M,ΦM ∪ {φ}〉 is strongly consistent.

Proof (for Lemma 13) Because 〈M,ΦM 〉 is strongly consis-
tent, there exists a state τ in which each class of M is instan-
tiated. Based on τ , we construct a state τ ′ that witnesses the
strong consistency of 〈M,ΦM ∪ {φ}〉. In the following, we
do not consider the trivial case and thus, τ 6|=OCL φ.

In this case, there exists an object o of class C in τ for
which the property p violates φ. We set the value of p such
that it satisfies φ as shown in Figure 18. Now, τ ′ |=OCL φ.
Furthermore, no constraint in ΦM is violated because p is not
related to another property or to itself (i), and its value need

not be unique (ii). Thus, τ ′ |=OCL ΦM , 〈M,ΦM ∪ {φ}〉 is
strongly consistent. ut

τ
a1:A

i = 1

c1:C

j = 2

τ’
a1:A

i = 3

c1:C

j = 2

Figure 18 Illustration of the proof for Lemma 13.

The following constraints are obviously inconsistent.

context A
inv: AttributeValueRestriction ( i ,<,0)
inv: AttributeValueRestriction ( i ,>,0)

Unique Identifier. Using the Unique Identifier pattern, a tu-
ple of properties can be specified that must be unique for each
object of the context class.

pattern UniqueIdentifier (property:Tuple(Property)) =
self .class :: allInstances()−>isUnique(property)

We define the consistency lemma for the Unique Identifier pat-
tern as follows.

Lemma 14 (Consistency of Unique Identifier) Let 〈M,ΦM 〉
be a strongly consistent model that has at least one finitely
large state. Let φ be an instance of the Unique Identifier pat-
tern with class C as context, and a set P of properties. If for
all p ∈ P ,

(i) the domain of the type of p is infinite,
(ii) there is no instance ψ(p, _, p) of the Attribute Sum Re-

striction pattern in ΦM ,
(iii) there is no instance ψ(_, _,=, p) of the Attribute Relation

pattern on C in ΦM , and
(iv) there is no instance ψ(p,=, _) of the Attribute Value Re-

striction pattern in ΦM ,
then 〈M,ΦM ∪ {φ}〉 is strongly consistent.

Proof (for Lemma 14) Because 〈M,ΦM 〉 is strongly consis-
tent, there exists a state τ in which each class of M is instan-
tiated. Based on τ , we construct a state τ ′ that witnesses the
strong consistency of 〈M,ΦM ∪ {φ}〉. In the following, we
do not consider the trivial case and thus, τ 6|=OCL φ.

In this case, there exist two objects o1 and o2, both of
class C, for which pi(o1) = pi(o2), for all pi ∈ P . We ar-
bitrarily choose some i and change the value of pi(o2) such
that there is no other object o of class C with pi(o) = pi(o2),
as shown in Figure 19. Now, τ ′ |=OCL φ. This is possible
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because there are infinitely many possible values for pi (i).
Furthermore, there would be only one possible value for pi
in the presence of a reflexive Attribute Sum Restriction con-
straint, which we exclude in the assumptions (ii) and objects
of class C are not required to have the same value (iii and
iv). After this change, it is possible that τ ′ 6|=OCL ΦM if pi
is the parameter of an instance of the Attribute Sum Restric-
tion, Attribute Relation, or Attribute Value Restriction pattern.
In this case, the attribute values in τ ′ must be changed such
that τ ′ |=OCL ΦM . This is possible because each attribute
value is constrained by at most one constraint because of
the assumption that 〈M,ΦM 〉 is strongly consistent and be-
cause of the Lemmas 11, 12, and 13. Now, τ ′ |=OCL ΦM and
〈M,ΦM ∪ {φ}〉 is strongly consistent. ut

τ
a1:A

i = 1

a2:A

i = 1

τ’
a1:A

i = 1

a2:A

i = 2

Figure 19 Illustration of the proof for Lemma 14.

The following constraints are inconsistent as explained above
for the Attribute Sum Restriction pattern.

context A
inv: UniqueIdentifier ( i )
inv: AttributeSumRestriction(i ,b.c.a, i )

3.2.3 Other Patterns. The next pattern is the only pattern
that constrains both the structure of the object graph and at-
tribute values.

Multiplicity Restriction. The Multiplicity Restriction pattern
can be instantiated to limit the multiplicity of an association
to a given attribute value.

pattern MultiplicityRestriction (navigation: Sequence(Property),
operator: OclExpression,
value:OclExpression) =

self .navigation−>asSet()−>size() operator value

Since the Multiplicity Restriction pattern constrains both
the structure of the object graph and attribute values, it is re-
lated to almost all other patterns as shown in the previous
lemmas. We take this into account in the following consis-
tency lemma.

Lemma 15 (Consistency of Multiplicity Restriction) Let
〈M,ΦM 〉 be a strongly consistent model that has at least one
finitely large state and let φ(P, op, v) be an instance of the
Multiplicity Restriction pattern with class C as context. If

(i) v is not a property that is used as parameter for an in-
stance of the Attribute Sum Restriction, Attribute Rela-
tion, Attribute Value Restriction, or another Multiplicity
Restriction pattern in ΦM ,

(ii) the tuple (op, v) is not one of (<, 1), (=, 0), or (≤, 0),
where the lower multiplicity bound of the last element of
P is greater than zero,

(iii) for all p ∈ P , the multiplicity is unbounded (*),
(iv) there is no other instance of the Multiplicity Restriction

pattern on any p ∈ P in ΦM , and
(v) p is not used as part of a parameter value for any

instance of the No Cyclic Dependency, Object In Col-
lection, Surjective Association, Injective Association, or
Type Relation pattern in ΦM , and p−1 is not used in any
instance of the Type Restriction pattern in ΦM ,

then 〈M,ΦM ∪ {φ}〉 is strongly consistent.

Proof (for Lemma 15) Because 〈M,ΦM 〉 is strongly consis-
tent, there exists a state τ in which each class of M is instan-
tiated. Based on τ , we construct a state τ ′ that witnesses the
strong consistency of 〈M,ΦM ∪ {φ}〉. In the following, we
do not consider the trivial case and thus, τ 6|=OCL φ.

In this case, there exists an object o of class C that has
either too few or too many links to objects of class type(P ).
We therefore create or delete objects of class type(P ) until
τ ′ |=OCL φ, as shown in Figure 20. Creating or deleting such
objects does not violate any constraint in ΦM because P is
not constrained by any other constraint (v); furthermore, at
least one object of class type(P ) will remain because the case
is excluded that zero objects of class type(P ) are connected
to o. This follows because the value of v is not constrained
if v is a property (i), the multiplicity of P is unbounded (iii),
there is no other instance of Multiplicity Restriction on p (iv),
and the parameters of φ allow for at least one link (ii). Thus
τ ′ |=OCL ΦM , and 〈M,ΦM∪{φ}〉 is strongly consistent. ut

τ
a1: A b1: B

b2: B

τ’
a1: A b1: B

Figure 20 Illustration of the proof for Lemma 15.

The following constraints are inconsistent.
context A

inv: MultiplicityRestriction (b,<=, i )
inv: AttributeValueRestriction ( i ,=,0)
inv: MultiplicityRestriction (b,>=,1)

Whereas the first invariant limits the number of associa-
tions between an A object and a B object to the value of i, the
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second invariant determines this value to be zero. The third
invariant contradicts the previous two by requiring at least
one B object to be related to each A object.

3.3 Summary of Constraint Pattern Dependencies.

In the previous subsection, we have stated consistency lem-
mas for each constraint pattern in our library by exploring
dependencies between the patterns. Figure 21 helps visual-
ize the results. In the graph shown in this figure, solid edges
between two patterns denote that instances of the respective
patterns can potentially contradict each other.

The figure is split into two halves. The patterns that con-
strain the object graph are in the left half and the patterns that
constrain attribute values are in the right half. The Multiplici-
ty Restriction pattern sits in the middle because it belongs to
both groups. Note that there is no edge, and thus no imme-
diate contradiction, between a pattern in the left half and a
pattern in the right half, with the exception of the Multiplicity
Restriction pattern. As a consequence, instances of patterns
in the left half of the figure and in the right half of the figure
can contradict each other only if an instance of the Multiplici-
ty Restriction pattern is present. This motivates the following
corollary.

Corollary 1 Two pattern instances φ1, φ2 ∈ Φ can be incon-
sistent iff there exists a path between their patterns in the
graph in Figure 21 and there exists a pattern instance in Φ
for each node on this path.

3.4 Automating the Analysis

In this section, we explain how the consistency lemmas can
be used to implement an automatic, efficient analysis. To an-
alyze pattern-based constraint specifications for consistency,
it is sufficient to check for each pattern instance whether the
assumptions defined in the lemma of the respective pattern
hold. This consists of syntactic checks that can be performed
in polynomial time. For each pattern instance in the con-
straint specification, the consistency analysis can either re-
sult in consistent if the assumptions in the respective theorem
hold or unknown otherwise. In the latter case, the consistency
of the constraint specification must be proven by using al-
ternative analysis approaches. We will explain how to deal
with the unknown case in Section 3.5.4 and present alterna-
tive analysis approaches in Section 6.

In the following, we explain our analysis algorithm in a
Java-like language. We assume that constraint patterns are
represented by classes that implement the respective consis-
tency assumptions in a method isConsistent(). The consis-
tency analysis for a model 〈M,ΦM 〉 first iterates over all pat-
tern instances in the constraint specification ΦM and invokes
the method isConsistent() on each pattern instance ψ.

void validateModel (Model M, Set<ConstraintPattern> ΦM ) {
boolean modelConsistent = true;

foreach (ψ ∈ ΦM ) {
if (! ψ.isConsistent(M, (ΦM\{ψ})))

modelConsistent = false;
}

if (modelConsistent)
System.out.println("Model is consistent. " );

else
System.out.println("Consistency of model is unknown.");

}

The method isConsistent() evaluates all consistency as-
sumptions for a given pattern instance. If one of these as-
sumptions does not hold, the pattern instance is not consistent
with the rest of the pattern specification.

abstract class ConstraintPattern {
Set<ConsistencyAssumption> A;

boolean isConsistent (Model M, Set<ConstraintPattern> ΦM ) {

foreach (assumption ∈ A)
if (assumption.evaluate(this, M, ΦM ) == false)

return false;

return true;
}

}

The following code snippet shows an implementation of
Consistency Assumption (i) of the No Cyclic Dependency
pattern (cf. Lemma 1). Consistency assumptions are imple-
mented as specializations of the abstract class Consisten-
cyAssumption and implement the evaluate() method. For As-
sumption (i) of No Cyclic Dependency, this method checks
whether the parameter property contains association ends pj
and p−1

k whose lower multiplicity bounds are zero. If both
such association ends are found, the assumption holds.

class Assumption1 extends ConsistencyAssumption {

public boolean evaluate (ConstraintPattern ψ, Model M,
Set<ConstraintPattern> ΦM ) {

boolean foundJ = false;
boolean foundK = false;

List<Property> P = ψ.getParameterValue("property");

foreach (p ∈ P) {
if (p.getLowerBound() == 0)

foundJ = true;

if (p.getOpposite().getLowerBound() == 0)
foundK = true;

}

return (foundJ && foundK);
}

}

We compute the time complexity of our algorithm as fol-
lows. In our approach, the method validateModel() iterates
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Figure 21 Conflict matrix of constraint patterns.

over each pattern instance ψ in the constraint specification
ΦM and invokes its isConsistent() method. This method it-
erates over the consistency assumptions A of the respective
constraint pattern and invokes the evaluate() method for each
assumption. We analyze below the complexity of this check
for each assumption.

There are two types of consistency assumptions. Assump-
tions of the first type are syntactic checks in the model re-
garding multiplicity bounds (e. g., Assumption i of Lemma 1)
or the reflexivity of navigation paths (e. g., Assumption ii of
Lemma 12). Such checks have linear complexity in the length
of the path, assuming that accessing model information (e. g.,
values of multiplicity bounds) has constant complexity. The
second type of assumptions are checks that instances of cer-
tain patterns exist. Such checks have linear complexity in the
number of pattern instances in the specification. As a conse-
quence, evaluate() always has linear complexity.

Checking the consistency assumptions for one pattern in-
stance ψ hence requires timeO(|A| · |ΦM | · |M |) in the worst
case, where |A| is the number of consistency assumptions
of ψ and |ΦM | is the total number of pattern instances in
the constraint specification. Since the number of association
ends constitutes an upper bound for the length of each path
P in the class model, |M | is the size of the input model in
terms of the number of association ends contained. The anal-
ysis of a whole constraint specification ΦM hence takes time
O(|ΦM |2 · |Amax| · |M |) in the worst case, where Amax is
the maximum number of consistency assumptions of all pat-
tern instances in ΦM . Thus, this analysis has polynomial-time
complexity.

3.5 Characteristics of the Algorithm

Our analysis is incomplete because it can return unknown
even for a consistent UML/OCL model. In contrast, a consis-

tency analysis is complete if for every consistent UML/OCL
model, the algorithm returns consistent.

Our analysis approach is sound. A consistency analysis is
sound if whenever it returns true, then the UML/OCL model
is consistent. Since our analysis algorithm only returns true
if the consistency assumptions hold (and these have been
proven to be sufficient conditions for consistency), it is sound.

In the following, we point out four limitations of our anal-
ysis approach: arbitrary OCL constraints cannot be analyzed,
the return values of methods cannot be used as parameter val-
ues in patterns, adding new constraint patterns is non-trivial,
and providing sufficient (but not necessary) conditions in the
consistency lemmas generates warnings.

3.5.1 Arbitrary OCL Constraints Our analysis only ana-
lyzes the consistency of constraints that are instances of con-
straint patterns. Thus, the consistency of models that are ad-
ditionally annotated with arbitrary OCL constraints cannot be
analyzed.

We see two options if arbitrary OCL constraints appear in
a constraint specification. First, each OCL constraint can be
abstracted into a constraint pattern and a consistency lemma
for this new pattern can be established. However, this is often
infeasible because adding new constraint patterns to a pat-
tern library requires significant effort in updating the existing
consistency lemmas. Second, the development process can be
split into two phases. In the first phase, the model is only aug-
mented with pattern instances and subsequently analyzed for
consistency. This allows model developers to receive imme-
diate feedback about the consistency of one part of the con-
straint specification because of the polynomial complexity of
our approach. In the second phase, the model is augmented
with the remaining constraints in OCL. The model developer
must then analyze the consistency of the fully constrained
model using other analysis approaches. We describe other ap-
proaches, which have a significantly higher complexity than
our approach, in Section 6.
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3.5.2 Method Calls in Pattern Instances In our constraint
patterns, the types of the pattern parameters are typically
properties or sets thereof, classes, or integer. In typical con-
straint languages, it is also possible to call methods in in-
variants. For example, the fact that managers should not be
able to hire themselves could be expressed as an invariant
not self.hire(self)—although such a condition should clearly
be stated in the pre-condition of hire(). When analyzing the
consistency of this invariant, the definition of hire() must be
taken into account. Since methods can be recursive and po-
tentially nonterminating, we do not allow methods as param-
eter types for our patterns, following [20].

3.5.3 Adding New Constraint Patterns Clearly, the library
of constraint patterns presented in Section 3.2 is extensible.
However, after each extension of the library, two tasks must
be carried out. First, a new consistency lemma for the newly
added constraint pattern must be proven. Second, the con-
sistency lemmas of all existing patterns must be revised. In
particular, for each lemma, it must be analyzed whether in-
stances of the newly added pattern can cause inconsistencies
with instances of the respective pattern. Not all consistency
lemmas must be analyzed though: If the newly added pattern
is a pure attribute-constraining pattern, it will not contradict
pure association-constraining patterns and vice versa. We fur-
ther elaborate on extending the pattern library in Section 5.2.

3.5.4 Handling “Unknown” Consistency Since the as-
sumptions in our consistency lemmas represent sufficient
conditions and not necessary conditions, there are models
that are consistent, but our analysis cannot determine the con-
sistency because the assumptions are overly restrictive. In this
case, the model developer is confronted with pairs of pattern
instances that can potentially contradict each other.

Consider the following two pattern instances, which can-
not be shown to be consistent by our analysis.

context Manager
inv c1: TypeRelation(worksIn,{Single})
inv c2: MultiplicityRestriction (worksIn,=,1)

The analysis warns that these instances may be inconsistent
because assumption (v) of the consistency lemma for the Mul-
tiplicity Restriction pattern is violated for constraint c2. An in-
stance φ of the Multiplicity Restriction pattern and an instance
ψ of the Type Relation pattern can be contradictory if ψ re-
quires objects of n different classes to be in a relation, but the
multiplicity of this relation is constrained by φ to some m,
where m < n.

Since a consistency assumption is violated, our analysis
cannot determine the consistency of c1 and c2. In this case,
the model developer must use alternative analysis approaches
to determine whether the warning generated by the analysis
indicates an actual inconsistency. We present several alter-
native analysis approaches in Section 6. However, these ap-
proaches typically have exponential complexity and cannot
directly benefit from the pattern representation of the con-
straints. Thus, an interesting question is whether the formal-

ization of the constraints using patterns can help to acceler-
ate consistency analysis with alternative approaches? Using
the dependency graph shown in Figure 21, one could divide
the set of constraints to obtain smaller inputs for consistency
analysis. Analyzing such a divide-and-conquer approach re-
mains as future work.

4 Tool Support

The success of MDE depends on tool support. Hence, we
have implemented a tool, which we call Constraint Patterns
and Consistency Analysis (Copacabana), as a collection of
plug-ins for the MDE tool IBM Rational Software Archi-
tect (RSA). This tool supports model developers during the
consistency-preserving refinement of UML class models with
constraint patterns and guides them through the different
phases of a pattern-based development process. As illustrated
in Figure 22, this process comprises the phases constraint
elicitation (the tool automatically analyzes the model and
proposes a set of constraints that should be added to the
model), constraint specification (the developer selects con-
straints from the proposed set and adds them to the model
by instantiating constraint patterns), consistency analysis (de-
scribed in this paper), and code generation. This process is
explained in detail in [57].

Figure 23 shows a screenshot of RSA with the
Copacabana plug-ins. The largest view (1) contains the com-
pany model and an instance of the No Cyclic Dependency pat-
tern. In this view, models can be edited and patterns can be in-
stantiated via drag-and-drop. Below this view, the constraint
elicitation view (2) shows the results of the constraint elic-
itation component. The bottom part of the window contains
two additional views. The results of the consistency analysis
are shown in the bottom-left part in the problems view (3) of
RSA. In the bottom-right is the pattern explorer (4), which
displays the available patterns along with their description.
The pattern explorer also displays all available model trans-
formations in the RSA transformation framework.

In the following, we further describe the component for
consistency analysis and provide examples based on our com-
pany model.

4.1 Consistency Analysis

Copacabana implements the pattern-based consistency anal-
ysis introduced in Section 3. To this end, we store with
each pattern the assumptions from the respective consistency
lemma, i. e., the assumptions under which the pattern can be
instantiated in a consistency-preserving way. The current im-
plementation contains the lemmas for strong consistency.

The analysis uses these consistency assumptions and
checks for each pattern instance whether the assumptions
hold. If they hold, the constraint specification is consistent.
Otherwise, no statement about consistency can be made, as
explained in Section 3.5. In this case, the consistency analysis
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Figure 23 Screenshot of the Copacabana prototype in RSA.

component issues a warning that the pattern instance is poten-
tially inconsistent. Such a warning can be seen in Figure 24,
which displays the analysis results for the company model
and the constraints that we have presented in this paper. As
can be seen, a warning is displayed that the constraint noCy-
cles cannot be shown to be consistent because the constraint
noCycles disallows cyclic management hierarchies, whereas
the company model requires every manager to have at least
one superior. As a result, there is no state of the company
model with a nonempty, finite set of managers.

In cases where models cannot be shown to be consis-
tent, the model developer must examine the warnings and
understand if they indicate a consistency problem. This can
be either done by an alternative consistency analysis (cf. Sec-
tion 6) or by manually inspecting the model and its constraint
specification. Subsequently, the model developer can either
adapt the model or correct the incorrect constraint if the warn-
ing represents an actual error.

4.2 Summary

Copacabana extends IBM Rational Software Architect (RSA)
to support developers in using our pattern approach to devel-
oping consistent constraint specifications. The resulting tool

supports, besides consistency analysis for pattern-based con-
straint specifications, constraint elicitation, constraint speci-
fication using constraint patterns, and code generation. Us-
ing Copacabana, model developers can create consistent OCL
specifications without writing a single line of OCL.

Since we built Copacabana on top of various frameworks
in RSA, the code base for Copacabana only contains the ap-
plication logic and is thus rather small. In total, Copacabana
consists of 101 classes, together containing around 4,200
lines of code.

Copacabana has been published as IBM Constraint Pat-
terns and Consistency Analysis on the IBM developerWorks
website [33]. On this website, there is also a tutorial [58]
that guides model developers, step-by-step, through the in-
stallation and the development process. The plug-ins are bun-
dled as a reusable asset for RSA; using the Reusable As-
set Specification (RAS) explorer in RSA, the plug-ins can be
downloaded and used for free.

5 Case Studies

We have validated our pattern-based analysis approach in
three case studies. In these studies, we used our tool sup-
port to formalize the constraint specifications of three differ-
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Figure 24 Consistency analysis results of the constrained company model.

ent industrial-scale models using constraint patterns and we
subsequently analyzed their consistency. In this section, we
summarize the results of these case studies. In Section 5.1,
we give an overview of the models involved and introduce
the metrics of interest. Next, we describe how we devel-
oped pattern-based constraint specifications for the respective
models in Section 5.2. In Section 5.3, we report on the results
of our consistency analysis.

5.1 Subject Models and Evaluation Metrics

We used constraint patterns to develop consistent constraint
specifications for three different models. In each case, a class
model and a constraint specification were given in advance.
Our objective in each case study was to formalize the con-
straints using constraint patterns and to evaluate their consis-
tency. We used the following models for our case studies.

Business monitors. We formalized the constraint specifi-
cation of a meta-model for business monitors used in
an IBM product. Business monitor models describe the
workflow of messages created during the execution of
business processes. The model comprises 25 classes and
the specification document comprises 71 informally spec-
ified constraints.

Business processes. We formalized constraints on business
process models that originate from an IBM-internal pro-
totype for merging process models. This prototype re-
quires input models to satisfy five constraints in addition
to the standard constraints on process models. The meta-
model for business process models, which is used in an
IBM product, comprises 33 classes.

Royal & Loyal. We formalized the Royal & Loyal model, a
model of a customer bonus program. This model is fre-
quently used in publications on MDE and as an exam-
ple in MDE tools. It can thus be considered a bench-
mark model for MDE approaches. The model as pre-
sented in [40] comprises 11 classes and 26 constraints,
which are specified in OCL.

The main metric of interest is the fraction of constraints
that can be analyzed with our algorithm presented in Sec-
tion 3.4. This metric is the product of the fraction of con-
straints that can be formalized using our constraint patterns
and the fraction of these constraints for which our algorithm
returns a result. In addition, we are interested in the fraction
of false positives, i. e., consistent constraints that cannot be
shown to be consistent by our analysis.

5.2 Developing Pattern-based Specifications

In this subsection, we report on specification coverage results,
that is, the fraction of constraints that can be expressed us-
ing constraint patterns. Specification coverage is an impor-
tant metrics for our analysis approach because if only a low
percentage of constraints could be expressed using patterns,
our analysis would be applicable only to a minority of con-
straints.

Fortunately, around 75% of constraints in our case studies
could be expressed using constraint patterns. The remaining
25% of constraints must thus be formalized using plain OCL
and fall outside of our automated analysis. This raises two
questions. First, what are the reasons why there are no suit-
able constraint patterns for 25% of the constraints and sec-
ond, should our pattern library be extended to account for the
remaining 25%?

The constraints not expressible using our constraint pat-
terns can be divided into two groups. First, constraints that
invoke user-defined functions cannot be expressed using our
constraint patterns. In the course of constraint development,
one must sometimes define functions such as transitive clo-
sure operations or domain-specific parsing of recursive ex-
pressions, and such functions must be hand-written in OCL.
In fact, approximately 66% of the constraints that could not
be expressed using patterns required user-defined functions.
Second, there are constraints that share a similar structure
with a constraint pattern, but they do not match any exist-
ing constraint pattern. An example is the requirement that the
budget of managers must exactly cover the salaries of their
employees. This constraint, when formalized, differs from the
Attribute Sum Restriction pattern only in the binary operator.

context Manager
inv salariesExactlyCovered:

self .employs.salary−>sum() = self.budget

In such cases, one has two choices: specify the constraints
using plain OCL or change the pattern library. As mentioned
previously, hand-written OCL constraints are error-prone and
cannot be analyzed using our analysis.

The second choice, changing the constraint-pattern li-
brary, has the advantage that the constraint can subsequently
be checked for consistency by our analysis. The library can
be changed in two ways: an existing pattern can be general-
ized or a new constraint pattern can be added. Generalizing an
existing pattern requires consistency lemmas to be re-proved.
The consistency matrix (cf. Figure 21) helps one to identify
those patterns whose lemmas are affected by the pattern up-
date.
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Adding new constraint patterns, in contrast, has two sub-
stantial disadvantages. First, when too many constraint pat-
terns are offered to the model developer, it becomes difficult
to find the right pattern. In the worst case, if the pattern library
offers a specification coverage of 100%, it merely represents
a different syntax for the underlying specification language.
Second, extending the pattern library with a new pattern en-
tails that both a new consistency lemma for the new pattern
must be proven and the consistency lemmas of the existing
patterns must be checked whether they still hold.

Due to these reasons, the developer of the constraint-
pattern library must carefully evaluate whether new con-
straint patterns should be added to the library. An important
metrics is the number of constraints that can be expressed us-
ing the new pattern. In our case studies, several constraints
occur that forbid a certain class to be instantiated. Since there
are several such constraints, we can add a new pattern to our
library, which we define as follows.

pattern NoInstances(class:Class) =
class :: allInstances()−>isEmpty()

Using this pattern increases the coverage, i. e., the fraction
of constraints that can be expressed using patterns, by a few
percent. However, this pattern has important consequences
for the consistency of the model: Since the constrained class
cannot be instantiated in any model state, the model can be
weakly consistent at best. This supports our hypothesis that
weak consistency is an appropriate notion of consistency in
early development phases. In our case, weak consistency of
input models was sufficient for the prototype version of the
tool.

5.3 Analyzing Pattern-based Specifications

Our second task in each case study was to analyze the con-
sistency of the pattern-based constraint specification. Among
others, two evaluation criteria were especially important in
our investigation. First, the performance of the analysis is
crucial because one of the goals of our approach is to offer
an efficient consistency analysis that does not interrupt the
model developer’s workflow. Second, the quality of the anal-
ysis is important. Since our analysis can either return “con-
sistent” or “unknown”, we define the quality of our analysis
as the fraction of consistent constraints that our analysis can
show to be consistent.

On average, 75% of the constraints in our case studies
can be shown to be consistent. For the remaining 25%, our
analysis returns “unknown”. Thus, we must prove or refute
their consistency as described in Section 3.5.4.

Analyzing the consistency of the models in our case study
had an interesting side effect. Consider the following two
constraints, which the analysis could not show to be consis-
tent.

context StructuredActivityNode
inv explicitControlFlow :

MultiplicityRestriction (StructuredActivityNode,

inputControlPin, <=, 1) and
MultiplicityRestriction (StructuredActivityNode,

outputControlPin, <=, 1) and
MultiplicityRestriction (StructuredActivityNode,

inputObjectPin, <=, 1) and
MultiplicityRestriction (StructuredActivityNode,

outputObjectPin, <=, 1)

context Action
inv noObjectFlow:

MultiplicityRestriction (Action,inputObjectPin,=,0) and
MultiplicityRestriction (Action,outputObjectPin,=,0)

The reason why these constraints cannot be shown
to be consistent is that they violate an assumption in the
consistency lemma for the Multiplicity Restriction pattern
(Lemma 15). The following is an extract from this lemma.

Let 〈M,ΦM 〉 be a strongly consistent model and let
φ(p, op, v) be an instance of the Multiplicity Restriction pat-
tern. If

(i) . . .
(ii) there is no other instance of the Multiplicity Restriction

pattern in ΦM that constrains p,
then 〈M,ΦM ∪ {φ}〉 is strongly consistent.

As can be seen, assumption (ii) is violated because both
constraints restrict the association ends inputObjectPin and
outputObjectPin. However, the above constraints explicitCon-
trolFlow and noObjectFlow are obviously consistent. The rea-
son why assumption (ii) is violated is because the consistency
assumptions are sufficient conditions for consistency and not
necessary conditions, as explained in Section 3.5.4.

The case studies contained several other consistent con-
straints for which the consistency assumptions are too strong.
In general, such information helps the developer of the pat-
tern library to weaken the consistency assumptions such that
they can show a larger fraction of constraints consistent. Con-
sequently, this will help to decrease the number of warnings
in consistency analysis.

5.4 Quantitative Results

We used two measures to assess our analysis: execution time
and the fraction of constraints that can be analyzed. The ex-
ecution time of the implementation of our analysis algorithm
in IBM Rational Software Architect (RSA) is very small. Our
analysis is integrated in the validation framework of RSA.
Thus, when the developer validates a model, numerous con-
straints from the UML meta-model are checked in addition to
our consistency assumptions. Nevertheless, full model valida-
tion, including consistency analysis on our fully constrained
models, takes between 2 and 4 seconds. Thus, the execution
time of our analysis does not significantly interrupt the work-
flow of the model developer. Regarding the quality of the
analysis, our approach was able to show 75% of the formal-
ized constraints consistent. Since we were able to formalize
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75% of all constraints using patterns, we compute a quality
measure of (75%)2 ≈ 56%.

coverage 75%
execution time 4 sec
quality 56%

Table 1 Results from our case studies.

In our case studies, we have seen that a majority of
constraints could be formalized using our library of con-
straint patterns. Furthermore, the majority of each pattern-
based constraint specification could be shown to be consis-
tent within a few seconds. In addition, we have seen that our
approach is capable of handling industrial-scale models with
large constraint specifications.

6 Related Work

Previous work on intra-model consistency of class models ei-
ther examines the consistency of models without OCL con-
straints, lacks uniform representation, or only defines indi-
vidual, specialized notions of consistency. Until now, a com-
prehensive study of consistency for UML/OCL models has
been missing as well as a detailed analysis of which aspects
of consistency are relevant in practice. In particular, there is
no prior work that contrasts different strong notions of con-
sistency within the development process.

Several publications cover the consistency of class mod-
els without general OCL constraints. In [46], an algorithm is
given for computing the consistency of class models without
general OCL constraints. While the authors present defini-
tions for strong consistency, class consistency, and weak con-
sistency, they do not cover abstract classes and infinitely large
model states. Their algorithm can be integrated in our ap-
proach to show the consistency of unconstrained class mod-
els before pattern instances are added. In [38], class models
without general OCL constraints are transformed into a con-
sistency problem in FOL. Although no explicit notion of con-
sistency is given, the notion implicitly used is strong consis-
tency. In [5], class models without general OCL constraints
are transformed into a consistency problem in Description
Logic (DL). The paper provides an informal definition of
weak consistency. A different approach translates a subset of
UML to the B specification language [55], which can then
be automatically checked for consistency [44]. Since B is not
object-oriented, only a subset of class models can be used in
this approach. Furthermore, OCL constraints are not trans-
lated to B.

Different researchers have considered the problem of es-
tablishing the consistency of class models with OCL con-
straints. In [52], the authors show how to transform UML
class models and a subset of OCL into a constraint-solving
problem for the CQC method [26], a semi-decision procedure
for the finite satisfiability of deductive database schemes. The

authors provide informal definitions for class consistency and
weak consistency.

OCL evaluation tools such as USE [30] or OCLE [14]
are not geared towards automatic validation. Nevertheless,
they provide limited support for consistency analysis of
UML/OCL models. For example, USE provides a means for
programmatically generating snapshots on which arbitrary
OCL formulas can be evaluated. This can be used for man-
ually testing specific model instances for consistency. In this
approach, it is the responsibility of the model developer to
specify an input script to find a witness for whatever notion
of consistency is desired.

The UMLtoCSP tool [11] transforms a class diagram
with OCL invariants to a constraint satisfaction problem.
As such, UMLtoCSP allows for an automated validation
(bounded verification) of strong consistency and weak con-
sistency of UML/OCL models. For analyzing larger models
efficiently, UMLtoCSP requires the user to precisely spec-
ify the search space (i. e., the range in which a solution for
the underlying CSP is searched for) because the runtime of
UMLtoCSP grows exponentially with the size of the searched
result space. In contrast, our approach achieves efficient anal-
ysis without such an additional user input.

In [23], an approach is described to translate UML/OCL
into a model checking problem. The paper provides a map-
ping of UML and a subset of OCL into a temporal logic called
BOTL. Consistency notions can be expressed in BOTL, al-
though doing so is not covered by this approach.

The Alloy Analyzer [35] is a consistency checker for
specifications in the Alloy specification language [34], which
is less expressive than OCL. However, this approach can be
applied to UML/OCL models because there exists a method
and tool to transform UML and a subset of OCL into Al-
loy [6].

The work that is most closely related to ours is [18],
which presents a pattern-based constraint specification ap-
proach that uses stereotypes on UML constraints to imple-
ment the pattern concept. Analogous to our consistency lem-
mas, the authors define consistency rules for their patterns,
which are used in a tool for automatic reasoning over the
constraints. Furthermore, redundancy rules are presented that
help to identify superfluous constraints. In contrast to our
work, their consistency rules are used to check whether a
given constraint specification is inconsistent. Analogous to
our approach, nothing can be concluded if these rules are vi-
olated, e.g., the specification cannot then be assumed to be
consistent. By combining our approach with theirs, more de-
tailed (yet still incomplete) consistency information could be
given to model developers.

In contrast to the automatic approaches summarized
above, interactive analysis approaches have also been pro-
posed. In these approaches, consistency must be manually
encoded as a proof obligation and interactively proven us-
ing a theorem-proving system. In [57], we show how this
can be done in the HOL-OCL system [9], which provides
a formal semantics for UML/OCL and a proof environment
for Isabelle/HOL [48]. Another example is given by [43],
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who provide a proof environment for UML/OCL in higher-
order logic within the PVS proof environment [51]. The KeY
tool, an interactive reasoning environment for UML/OCL
that translates constrained models into dynamic logic, is pre-
sented in [2]. Such approaches are more powerful than the
automated approach we take here and they do not suffer
from the problem of incomplete analysis due to heuristics,
although the human who guides the prover may still fail to
find a consistency proof. Interactive theorem proving, how-
ever, requires considerable interaction as well as specialized
knowledge and is therefore not amenable for use by non-
specialists, such as typical model designers.

Consistency is, of course, also important in other formal
development approaches. VDM++ is an object-oriented ex-
tension of the formal modeling language Vienna Develop-
ment Method (VDM) [37]. Different consistency properties
of VDM are considered in [19]. [3] explains how proof obli-
gations can be generated that ensure the consistency of VDM
specifications. However, their approach abstracts from the
object-oriented aspects of VDM++ and focuses on the func-
tional aspects only, which can be analyzed more easily.

Summarizing the related work, we can thus group the
various approaches as follows: interactive theorem proving
(e. g., HOL-OCL), witness creation (e. g., USE), SAT and
model checking (e. g., BOTL), and pattern-based analysis. In
Table 2, we summarize these different kinds of approaches
and compare them according to the following criteria. Cov-
erage denotes the subset of UML/OCL that is supported.
All approaches in our investigation support class models.
Approaches that do not support full OCL are typically pat-
tern approaches such as ours or exclude recursive expres-
sions. Since we have identified different notions of consis-
tency, we highlight the flexibility of each approach, i. e., to
what extent and with what effort it is possible to analyze a
given model for different notions of consistency. Whereas
analysis approaches in which a certain consistency notion is
“hard-coded” have low flexibility, approaches such as wit-
ness creation allow developers to easily switch to stronger or
weaker consistency notions. We classify our approach as hav-
ing medium flexibility because different consistency notions
can be used, but it requires some effort to state and prove
consistency lemmas. Complexity denotes the computational
effort required to perform consistency checking in the respec-
tive approach. The degree of automation ranges from “low”
for interactive approaches to “high” for fully automatic ap-
proaches.

As explained in Section 1.2, we have developed our ap-
proach with a focus on efficiency and automation. Besides
SAT-based approaches, our approach is the only one that of-
fers full automation to model developers. In contrast to SAT-
based approaches, our approach has polynomial complexity,
which allows consistency analysis to scale to large models, as
shown in Section 5.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we provided precise notions of consistency for
constrained class models and identified practically relevant
notions for different software engineering problems. Based
on this, we presented a polynomial-time approach for analyz-
ing pattern-based constraint specifications. We have imple-
mented a consistency checker based on these ideas and used it
to carry out case studies on industrial-scale models. Overall,
the consistency analysis presented in this paper complements
the pattern-based constraint elicitation and specification pro-
cess presented in [56].

Our case studies highlighted two substantial benefits of
our approach over other approaches. First, our analysis offers
immediate feedback to model developers, which is beneficial
because development can proceed without significant delay.
Second, it is currently the only approach that can handle large
models with comprehensive constraint specifications.

Since our approach is limited to pattern-based constraint
specifications, it can be used in a two-phase development pro-
cess where pattern-based constraints are added to the model
before the remaining constraints in OCL are added. This has
the advantage that model developers can learn about the con-
sistency of the majority of their constraints without invoking
other analysis approaches, which are time-consuming or re-
quire theorem proving expertise.

We see several directions for future work. First, the con-
ditions could be explored under which the different notions
of consistency can be composed. For example, how is con-
sistency affected if a strongly consistent and a class consis-
tent model are merged? Second, the number of warnings in
consistency analysis can be reduced by appropriately weak-
ening the assumptions in the patterns’ consistency theorems.
For example, assumption (iii) of Lemma 1 can be weakened
such that it does not exclude instances of Multiplicity Restric-
tion with the operators ≤ or <. Third, our approach can be
combined with existing approaches to increase the fraction
of constraints that can be analyzed. For example, the consis-
tency lemmas for the constraint patterns can be used to auto-
mate proofs in interactive analysis approaches. Fourth, nor-
malizing the OCL formulas, e. g., based on the calculi pre-
sented in [7] or simplification rules [12,16,28], increases the
number of UML/OCL specifications to which our pattern-
based analysis approach is applicable. Fifth, if a constraint
specification contains inconsistent constraints, the inconsis-
tencies must be remedied [32]. It would be interesting to in-
vestigate whether constraint patterns can support remediation
in an efficient and user-friendly way.
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Interactive Theorem Proving Witness Creation SAT and Model Checking Pattern-Based Analysis

coverage full UML/OCL full UML/OCL UML, subset of OCL UML, subset of OCL
flexibility high high low medium
complexity undecidable undecidable exponential polynomial
full automation no no yes yes

Table 2 Comparison of consistency analysis approaches.
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